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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, the use of Bayesian techniques and Markov random field (MRF) 
models for computer vision problems has been investigated by man.y researchers. The 
major disadvantage of discrete-state MRF models is that optimal estimators require 
excessive and typically random amounts of computation. In this the:sis, we have devel- 
oped and implemented two classes of deterministic and parallelizable approximation 
techniques for solving Bayesian estimation problems including image restoration and 
reconstruction and spatial patt'ern classification all based on MltF models of the 
underlying image. 
The first class of approximation technique is a family of approximations, denoted 
"cluster approximations," for the computation of the mean of a Ma:tkov random field. 
This is a key computation in iinage processing when applied to the a post'eriori MRF. 
The approximation is to account exactly for only spat'ially local interactions. Applica- 
tion of the approximation requires the solution of a nonlinear multivariablefixed-point' 
equation for which we have proven several existence, uniqueness, and convergence- 
of-algorithm results. Among other applications, we have studied deblurring of noisy 
blurred images with excellent results. 
In the second approximation technique, denoted "Bethe tree approximations," 
we are able to compute not only the mean but also the marginal probability mass 
functions (pmf) for the sites of the a posteriori MRF. The marginal pmf is the key 
quantity in image classification and segmentation problems. The approximation is 
made by transforming the regular image lattice into a tree. This approximation 
also results in fixed-point equations for which we have proven a variety of theorems. 
The application of these ideas to  spatial pattern classification for agricultilral remote 
sensing is very successful. 
We have compared our results with optimal estimators, specifically the thresh- 
olded posterior mean (TPM) estimators and maximizer of the posterior marginals 
(NIPM) estimators. We found that our approximations perform well both in terms of 
accuracy and speed for a wide variety of examples in image restoration, spatial pat- 
tern classification, and remote sensing. Further potential applications include edge 
detection, boundary detection, phase retrieval, inverse halftoning, medical imaging 
and color image processing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Markov Random Field Models 
In recent years, the use of Bayesian techniques and Markov random field (MRF) 
models for computer vision problems has been investigated by many researchers from 
various disciplines, such as image processing, pattern recognition, computer vision, 
and image analysis. MRFs have been utilized as image models for developing algo- 
rithms for a variety of problems, such as image restoration, spatial pattern classifica,- 
tion, segmentation, boundary detection and texture analysis [ll]. 
Due to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [4], which proves that MRFs and Gibbs 
distributions are equivalent, the probability distribution on the configurations of the 
MRF can be specified by a Hamiltonian that can be chosen to emlbody the n priori 
information about the image. The advantages of utilizing MRFs as image models are 
the following: 
a MRFs can model a wide range of image structures by inco1:porating suitable 
Hamiltonians. 
a The statistical nature of a MRF image model allows optimal and suboptimal 
algorithms to be derived in a systematic way instead of by ad hoc techniques. 
a A MRF describes an image by local interactions specified in the Hamiltonian. 
This locality property permits MRF-based algorithms to ble implemented in 
parallel hardware and artificial neural network architectures. 
However, MRFs have two main disadvantages: 
Optimal estimators (refer to the following section) require excessive and typical 
random amounts of computation. 
Parameters that control MRF behavior are difficult to estimate. 
In this thesis we propose deterministic and parallelizable approaches to MRF 
models which deal with the first problem: the design of practical statistical estimators. 
1.2 An Overview of Optimal Estimators and Approximations 
Given the description of a priori information contained in the a priol-i probabil- 
ity distribution function and the conditional probability function obtained from the 
observation model, we can derive the optimal estimators for certain Bayesian cost 
functions by applying Bayes rule. Among the estimators are the maxim~un a poste- 
riori (MAP) [43, 221, the thresholded posterior mean (TPM) and the mlzximizer of 
the posterior marginal (MPM) estimators [34, 331. These optimal estimators are usu- 
ally computed by some kind of Monte Caalo simulation, such as simulated annealing 
(SA) [29, 421 or the Gibbs sampler [22]. 
It is well known that Monte Carlo simulation is computationally expensive so 
alternative methods, which are deterinillistic and parallelizable appsoxii~~ations, are 
desired. Besag's iterated conditional modes (ICM) estimator [5 ]  ,which is an approx- 
imation to MAP estimator, is such algorithm. ICM is a greedy maximi'zer and, in 
comparison to SA, ICM is equivalent to instantaneous "freezing" in SA: therefore, 
the computational cost is low but it tends to be trapped at local maximum. 
Other deterministic algorithms that have been proposed to approxiinate SA are 
mean field analysis [20, 46, 47, 171 and mean field annealing (MFA) [24]. Mean field 
approximation typically deals with continuous random fields instead of discrete fields 
which are emphasized in this thesis. The idea in mean field theory is to  focus on 
a particular pixel and assume that the Hamiltonian can be well approximated by 
replacing the neighboring pixel values by their mean values. Therefore a mean field 
approximation is only suitable if the replacement of the random variable bly its mean 
value makes sense. Depending on the details of the Hamiltonian, this is typically the 
case in a restoration problem. However, for claasification and segmentation problems, 
the values of random field are merely labels for which mean values are meaningless. 
Mean field methods require finding the minimum of the approximate Hamiltonian. 
This is often done using a gradient-based search and there is no guarantee of finding 
a global maximum. In summary, because the mean field approxiimation focuses on 
neighboring pixels only, it seems that mean field theory does not represent a family 
of approximations of increasing accuracy. Furthermore the mean field theory does 
not preserve the structure of the "grey levels" in the original MRF model, which is 
important in some applications. Finally, there seems to be little theory associated 
with the search step. 
1.3 Thesis Overview 
1.3.1 Goals of the Thesis 
In this thesis we present two classes of novel deterministic subol~timal methods to 
approximate the TPM and MPM estimators. In particular, we 
1. Present families of approximations of increasing accuracy which preserve the 
structure of grey levels; 
2. Derive theorems concerning the fixed-point equations that result from the ap- 
proximation, including theorems concerning the feasibility, e~i~s tence  and unique- 
ness of solutions and bounds on the "contraction temperature"; 
3. Develop efficient algorithms using "temperature" as a continuation parameter 
based on the theorems of item 2. 
4. Apply the algorithms of item 3 to several specific problems to illustrate the 
generality and practical value of our approach. 
1.3.2 An Overview of Cluster Approximations 
The first class of approximations, denoted "cluster approximati.ons," are approx- 
imations for the computation of the mean of a MRF. This is the key computation 
required in order to compute the TPM estimate. Use of approximate conditional 
means computed using the cluster approximation in the formulae for the TPM esti- 
mate defines a new estimator that we denote the "c-TPM" estimdor. 
The approximation in the cluster approximation is to account exactly for only 
spatially local interactions. A family of approximations arises because the approx- 
imation is parameterized by the size of the spatial region in which interactions are 
accounted for exactly. This region could in theory be the entire lattice in which case 
the approximation is actually e'xact (but impractical). The first contribution of this 
thesis is to motivate and define the cluster approximation, prove severad theorems 
regarding the multivariable nonlinear fixed-point problem that results from the ap- 
proximation, propose an algorithm for the computation of the fixed point,~ based on 
the theorems, and demonstrate the algorithm on several different classes of images 
including a comparison of this algorithm with the optimal Monte Carlo computation 
of the TPM estimator. The fixed-point algorithm and theorems are far more general 
than the examples that we present. In particular, the basic existence theorems re- 
quire only that the Hamiltonian be a continuous function of the pixel field and the 
strongest conditions we ever require are that the derivatives of the Hamilt,onian with 
respect to  the pixel field be finite on bounded sets. 
We believe that the cluster approximation is appropriate for two classes of appli- 
cation. The first class contains problems where the grey levels are few in number and 
the details of the grey level structure are an important part of the a priori information 
in the problem. An excellent example is high-resolution x-ray crystallography [14, 131 
reconstruction where the pixel field is binary and where, historically, succe:ssful meth- 
ods have heavily exploited the binary structure. A second example is restoration of 
text images [6]. The second class contains problems where the signal to noise ratio 
is so poor that an answer with a few number of grey levels (e.g., 16) might be satis- 
factory even though the original image had many more. Two examples which, with 
appropriate parameters, fall in this class are restoration of images recorded under 
photon limited light levels and restoration of images corrupted by speckle noise due 
to  a coherent imaging modality. 
1.3.3 An Overview of Bethe Tree Approximations 
The second class of approximations, denoted "Bethe tree apprc~ximations," is the 
basis of several approximate algorithms for the computation of the marginal proba- 
bility mass function (pmf) of the random variable (RV) at each site in a MRF. Use 
of approximate marginal conditional pmfs computed using one of these algorithms 
in the formulae for the MPM estimator defines a new so-called "P-MPM" estimator 
which solves spatial pattern classification problems. Based on appi-oximate marginal 
conditional pmfs it is straightforward to compute an approximate conditional mean 
of the MRF. Use of an approximate conditional mean in the formulae for the TPM 
estimator defines a new so-called "P-TPM" estimator which solves image restoration 
problems. 
The Bethe tree idea is to replace the lattice on which the MRF is defined by a tree. 
More specifically, the graph (typically connected and cyclic) whicl~ is defined by the 
neighborhood structure of the MRF is approximated locally at each site by a directed 
tree (a connected, acyclic, directed graph). Because the tree is acyclic, it is possible 
to recursively perform probabilistic calculations that must be done nonrecursively in 
the lattice. The second contribution of this thesis is to motivate ,and define several 
approximations based on the Bethe tree idea, prove several theorems regarding the 
multivariable nonlinear fixed-point problems that arise in some of the approximations, 
and demonstrate the algorithms on a variety of image restoration and spatial pattern 
classification problems. 
As mentioned in Section 1.2, approximations based on mean field theory are inap- 
propriate for spatial pattern classification problems. In contrast, the Bethe approx- 
imation developed in this thesis can deal with not only image restoration problems 
but also spatial pattern classification or segmentation problems. For spatial pattern 
classification problems a natural alternative to estimators based on the Bethe tree 
idea is the ICM algorithm [ 5 ] .  ICM is quite different from estimators based on the 
Bethe tree idea. For instance, the state of the ICM iteration process is the field of 
pixel labels while the state of the Bethe tree iteration process is a field of mlean values, 
pmfs, or xm variables (Eq. C.4) from which the field of marginal pmfs on pixel labels 
can be computed. Only after the final iteration are pixel labels chosen andl the choice 
is made by taking the label with the largest probability (i.e., implementing the NIPM 
estimator using an approximate marginal pmf). We compare a variety of Bethe tree 
estimators with ICM estimator in Chapter 5. 
1.3.4 Organization of the Thesis 
The remainder of the thesis is organized in the following fashion. In Chapter 2 we 
fix notation and review the MRF formalism and Bayesian estimators. Then we re- 
view some algorithms in the literature that search for the optimal and/or !suboptimal 
solutions. Specifically, we review the optimal algorithms such as simulated annealing, 
thresholded posterior mean and maximizer of the posterior marginals, artd the sub- 
optimal algorithms such as ICM, mean field analysis and mean field annlealing. We 
also review methods in statistical mechanics that motivate the cluster and Bethe tree 
approximations. 
In Chapter 3 we motivate and define the cluster approximation. Use of the cluster 
approximation requires the solution of a multivariable nonlinear fixed-point equation. 
In Section 3.2 we present several theorems concerning the existence and uniqueness 
of the fixed point and algorithms for its computation. Then in Section 3.3 we present 
an algorithm for the solution of the fixed-point equations that is based on the theory 
of Section 3.2. In Section 3.4 we present several concrete examples of MRFs and 
show how to compute the "contraction temperature" that is used in our numerical 
examples. 
In Chapter 4 we motivate and define the Bethe tree approximations. Usle of certain 
of the approximations also requires the solution of multivariable nonlinear fixed-point 
equations. In Section 4.2 we present several theorems concerning the existence and 
uniqueness of the fixed point and algorithms for its computation. Then, in Section 4.3, 
we describe the numerical algorithms used to solve the fixed-point equations. 
These approximations are applied, in Chapter 5, to several examples. Specifically, 
in Section 5.1 we emphasize the statistical performance and coimpare the cluster 
approximations, the Bethe tree approximations, and the optimal algorithms. In Sec- 
tion 5.2 we apply our algorithms to synthetic images, which are not realizations of 
the Markov random field a priori model, to test the robustness of the algorithms to 
various parameter choices. The restoration of a real world image and the classification 
of a remote sensing data set are discussed in Section 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. 
Finally, in Chapter 6, we give a summary of this thesis and suggest some directions 
for further research. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW FOR MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS AND 
BAYESIAN ESTIMATORS 
The use of Markov random fields is now well established in the field of image pro- 
cessing and computer vision. The index parameter n can be discrete or continuous 
and similarly the random variable 4, can be discrete ("discrete state") or continuous. 
An early use of discrete-index discrete-state MRFs was the Ising model of ferromag- 
netic materials [28]. Continuous-index continuous-state MRFs wlere introduced by 
Wong [44]. In this thesis we limit ourselves to the discrete-index discrete-state MRFs 
where the index takes values on a finite regular (typically rectangular) lattice. This 
is the usual situation for discretized images. 
In the following section we treat MRFs as a yriori probabilistic descriptioils of 
grayscale patterns. Then we introduce Bayesian estimators fol1owe:d by several opti- 
mal and suboptimal methods which are commonly used in the literature. 
2.1 Markov Random Fields and Gibbs Distributions 
Let L  denote the lattice of pixels and let IL( denote the number of pixels in the 
lattice. Let N = {N, : n E L }  be a neighbor system for L, that is, a collection 
of subsets of L  for which 1 )  n @ N, for all n E L  and 2 )  s E N,. w r E N,. Let 
4, for n E L  denote the value of the pixel at the nth site. Typically the lattice 
would be rectangular measuring L1 x L2 pixels. The $,, for n E L  are random 
variables. We consider only the case where they are discrete, taking values, 4,, = 
Wn 7 w, E V where V is a finite set. . Let 4 denote the entire collection (4, : 
n E L } ,  i.e., 4 = (4,, , $,,, . . . , Any possible sample realization of 4 = w = 
(w,, ,w,,, . . . , w , , , , ) ~  is called a configuration of the field. Let 0 be the set of all 
possible configurations or the sample space. 
Definition 1 $ is a MRF with respect to N if: 
(i) Pr($ = w) > 0,for all w E a. 
(ii) Pr($n = wnl$k = wk,Vk # 12) = Pr($, = wnl$k = wk, vk E N,) 
For a MRF, the joint probability distribution Pr($ = w) which satisfies (i) is uniquely 
determined by the conditional probabilities (for all n E L) in (ii). The ~~ollection of 
conditional probabilities in (ii) is called the local characteristics of the MRF [4]. It 
is clear that we need the size of the neighborhoods to be large enough. such that 
the neighborhood system can faithfully describe the image of interest and yet to be 
small enough to ensure that the computational load is feasible. However the valid 
conditional distributions for a MRF cannot be chosen arbitrarily and are, in general, 
very difficult to specify directly. Furthermore determining the joint probability dis- 
tribution from the conditional proba,bilities is a computationally nontrivial ta.sk, if 
not impossible [12]. 
These difficulties are overcome by the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [4, 321 which 
states that $ is a MRF on a lattice L with respect to the neighborhood system N ;  
if and only if the probability distribution of the configurations generated by it has 
the form of a Gibbs distribution. Our presentation follows [22]. First, we need to 
define a "clique." Given a neighborhood system, a clique C is defined as a set of 
sites (perhaps a singleton) of the lattice, such that all the sites that belong to C are 
neighbors of each other. 
Definition 2 A Gibbs distribution (Gibbs measure) with respect to the neighbor- 
hood system N is a measure of the form 
where 1 - T is "temperature;" Z is a normalizer, called the partition f~~nction,,  given P - 
and H, the Hamiltonian or energy function, is given by 
where Vc is called the "potential function." 
The partition function, except in a very few cases, is very hard to compute either 
analytically or numerically. The temperature parameter controls the peakedness of 
the modes of the distribution. When T tends to oo, the pb becomes a uniform 
distribution; when T tends to 0, it exaggerates the mode(s) of p4. and makes them 
easier to find. As discussed in Sec. 2.3, this is the principle of annealing, when applied 
to posterior distribution, to find the MAP estimate. 
2.2 Optimal Estimators 
In a Bayesian-MRF approach to estimation there is an a priori plnf on 4, that is 
a conditional probability density function (pdf) on the measurements y = { y ,  : 1% E 
L )  given 4, that is 
and a cost function measuring the difference between the true (4)  and restored (4) 
pixel fields [C($, $)I. The optimal estimator is chosen so that it minimizes the ex- 
pected value of C .  Given Hapriori and HobS, both the joint distriklution on y and 4 
and the a posteriori distribution on 4 given y, both distributions viewed as functioils 
of 4 with y fixed at the measured values, are proportional to  exp(--PH(4; y ) )  where 
In the previous section, we discussed MRFs as a priori models. Due to the 
Hammersley-Clifford theorem, the a priori probability distribution can be easily 
specified by choosing an appropri 
follow the standard modeling of 1 
Let W denote the "blurring matr 
function (PSF). The viewing of a s 
recorded by a sensor. The sensor i~ 
of W($), denoted by f ,  in additio 
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Y 
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4. = ~ r g m i n , ~ v { ( v  - 4,)') Vn t L. [2.12] 
It says that the solution of the optimization problem is: first com:pute 4, the condi- 
tional mean of 4, and then threshold 4 to compute the final estimiite dTPM according 
to the rule 4, t V and (4, - 4,)' 5 (Jn - v ) ~  for all v E V such that v # 4,. 
A cost function determines the distance between points in the sample space a. 
Note that the reconstruction cost function described in Eq. 2.10 and corresponding 
estimators described in Eq. 2.12 are natural for image restoration problems but are 
not suitable for spatial pattern classification or segmentation prol~lems because the 
Euclidean distance in Eq. 2.10 is an appropriate distance measure when the value of 
random variable 4, is the image pixel gray level but is not an appropriate distance 
measurewhen 4, is the image pixel classification label. For the segmentation and spa- 
tial pattern recognition problem, it is more natural to use the follol~ing cost function 
and corresponding estimators. 
The third cost function, also following Marroquin et al., is called the "segmenta- 
tion" cost: 
The resulting estimator is the maximizer of the posterior marginal (MPM): 
where p,($,ly) is the posterior marginal probability function. The final estimate 
dMPM is obtained by assigning to the nth pixel that value which maximizes the nth 
posterior marginal. This is different from MAP which tries to maximize the joint, 
instead of marginal, distribution. 
It is important to note that the conditiona.1 mean 4 a,nd t,he ma.rgina1 conditional 
pmf p,(-) can be computed as the mean and marginal pmf of the IaRF with Ha.mil- 
tonian H = ~ a ~ r i o r i  + Hob" where y is fixed at the observed va1ue:s. Therefore, the 
key is the ability to compute the mean and marginal pmfs of MRFs in an efficient, 
deterministic, parallelizable fashion. 
Now consider a more general class of image model [22] where there is both a pixel 
field 4, for n E L and a line field Gn, for n' E L' where L' is the dual lattice. Then 
the joint a priori pmf on 4 and $ is 
where typically Hapriori(q5, $) = H$,+ apri0ri(g51$) + The observations are func- 
tions of the pixel field 4 alone: pyld,*(ylg5, $) = pyId(yI$). If, furthermore, the cost 
function is not a function of $ and 4, that is, C(4, $, d, 4) = c(4, $1, then the solution 
for the Bayesian estimator requires only the marginal pmf 
where 
In terms of the so-called effective Hamiltonian H~P""", 4 alone is a MRF and so the 
with line-field case is reduced to the without line-field case considered previously. 
2.3 Stochastic Algorithms 
In Section 2.2 the optimal estimators are described but algorithms for their com- 
putation are not given. The key issue for the MAP estimator is how to reach the 
configuration that is the mode of posterior probability distribution. TPM and MPM 
the key issues are how to obtain the posterior mean and posterior marginal ~.)nif. There 
are two major problems: (i)  The pa.rtition function in Eq. 2.2 is very difficult to cal- 
culate due to the huge number of configurations. This makes it difficult to compute 
the TPM and MPM estimates analytically. (ii) The Hainiltoiliail in Eq. 2.1 usually 
has many local minima. which ma.kes it difficult to compute MAP estimate by directly 
gradient descent search techniques. In order to obtain these optima.1 solutions, it is 
necessary to use stochastic techniques. 
2.3.1 Simulated Annealing 
The origin of simulated annealing [29] is the analogy between the simulatioil of 
the annealing of solids and the problem of solving large combinatorial optimization 
problems. Mathematically, the cooling process can be described as follows. Start 
at a "sufficiently" high temperature. At each temperature value T, the solid is al- 
lowed to  reach thermal equilibrium, characterized by a probability distribution given 
by Eq. 2.1. As the temperature decreases, the distribution concenticates on the states 
with lowest energy and finally, when the temperature approaches zero, only the mini- 
mum energy states have a non-zero probability of occurrence. It is well known that if 
the cooling schedule is "too" rapid, then the solid does not yet reach the equilibrium 
for each temperature value. This results in defects that are frozen into the solid, or 
equivalently, the configuration is stuck at a local miilimum of the energy landscape. 
The earliest Monte Carlo procedure to  sirnulate the evolution to thermal equilib- 
rium of a solid for a fixed temperature was developed by Metropolis et. al. [35 ] .  The 
basic idea is to  construct a Markov chain whose states correspond to  the configul-a- 
tions of the lattice and whose steady state has the distribution of Eq. 2.1. 
The algorithm proposed by Metropolis et. al. is as follows: 
1. Fix temperature T. 
2. Choose an arbitrary initial configuration. 
3. Randomly select a site n E L. Let vOld be the current value of $,. Choose a 
new value denoted vnew randomly from V .  
4. Compute the increment in energy A H  that results from changing $, from vOld 
to vnew. 
5. (a) If A H  5 0, then accept the move, i.e., set $, = vneW 
(b) If A H  > 0, then generate a random number r from a uniform distributioil 
on (0, l) .  
i. If r 5 then set 4, = vnew. 
ii. If r > e-AH/T, then leave 4, unchanged. 
6. Go to Step 3. 
One of the disadvantages of using Monte Carlo simulation is the lack of a stopping 
time criterion, i.e., the algorithm requires the user to simulate the Markov chain long 
enough to  reach equilibrium but there is no good criterion for how long is long enough. 
Another drawback is the computational expense because, in practice, it t,akes a long 
time to  reach equilibrium. 
The Metropolis algorithm can also be used to generate sequences of configurations 
or realizations of a MRF. In our statistical performance experiments (Sec. 5.1), we 
use the Metropolis algorithm to generate 500 realizations of certain MRFs. 
As mentioned before, the T in Eq. 2.1 is a control parameter. If we gradually 
decrease the temperature T after every time we update the configuration or after 
equilibrium is approached sufficiently closely, then the algorithm becomes simulated 
annealing and the probability distribution of the configuration converges to a distri- 
bution concentrted on the minimum energy configurations. Therefore, if H is the 
a posteriori Hamiltonian, application of simulated annealing will compute the MAP 
estimate. In fact, the simulated annealing algorithm can be viewed as a sequence of 
Metropolis algorithms evaluated at a sequence of decreasing values of the control pa- 
rameter T. To ensure t he convergence of the algorithm to the configuratictn with the 
global minimum of energy, the temperate schedule for T = T(k) for k = 0,1 ,2 , .  . ., 
must satisfy the bound [22, 231 
[a. la] 
for all k, where c is a constant independent of k. If this bound is satisfied then the 
algorithm generates a Markov chain which converges in distributiou. to tlle uiliform 
measure over the minimal energy configurations. Note that the schedule given in 
Eq. 2.18 is a very slow cooling schedule, and, in fact, it is too slow for practical 
applications. Faster temperature schedules, for which it is not possible to  prove 
convergence, are widely discussed and used (e.g., [421). 
2.3.2 TPM and MPM 
For TPM and MPM, the problem is to evaluate the means and marginal prob- 
abilities. Use the a posteriori H to define a Markov chain as in Section 2.3. The 
basic idea is that the steady state distribution of the Markov chain state is the de- 
sired Gibbs distribution. By the weak ergodicity theorem [22], the desired ensemble 
statistics can be computed by infinite time averages and therefore approximated by 
finite time averages. Specifically, the posterior nleans can be approximated by 
and posterior marginals approximated by 
where d ( t )  is the configuration generated by the Metropolis algorit,hm at time t ,  
is the Kronecker delta function, and k is the time required for thce system to reach 
thermal equilibrium. Notice that these simulation occur at a fixed tcemperature T = 1 
and yield statistics about the equilibrium behavior of the a posterio~-i rather than at 
a sequence of decreasing temperatures which results in finding the ground state of the 
a posteriori Hamiltonian. Therefore, TPM and MPM computed by simulation have 
the following advantages [33] over MAP computed by simulated annealing: 
1. It is difficult to  determine in general a descent rate for the temperature (i.e., an 
annealing schedule) that is quick enough to be practical and yet will guarantee 
the convergence of the annealing process to the global minimum. Because the 
TPM and MPM calculations are at a fixed temperature, this issue becomes 
irrelevant. 
2. Since the Monte Carlo procedure is used to approximate the values of some 
integrals, nice convergence behavior is expected in the sense that coarse ap- 
proximations can be computed rapidly. 
However, it should be noted that the equilibrium time k is still governed by the nature 
of the Metropolis algorithm; hence, it might still take a very long time for the system 
to attain equilibrium [25]. 
2.4 Suboptimal Algorithms 
Because of the computational intractability of stochastic algorithms. many de- 
terministic methods which retain the MRF formulation have been propo:;ed. In the 
following subsections we discuss two main algorithms which are related to our work. 
2.4.1 Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) 
Besag [5] proposed ICM as a computationally feasible alternative to MAP esti- 
mation. The idea is the following. Assume that the observations y = {y, : n E L }  
are conditionally independent given the underlying image field 4 = {$, : 11 E L } ,  
specifically, that 
P Y I ~ ( Y  I$) = Pi(~iI$i). 
iEL  
Then, by Bayes rule, the posterior distribution is 
where the proportioality constant depends on y but not $. Then, we can obtain the 
following conditional marginal: 
where the proportionality constant depends on y and $j for j # i but not The 
left hand side of Eq. 2.23, i.e., Pr($;ly, $j; j E Ni), is the local characteristic function 
used in Geman and Geman's "Gibbs sampler" [22] algorithm which is an alternative 
to  the Metropolis algorithm described in Section 2.3. While JM*p maximi,zes P r ($y)  
in Eq. 2.22 with respect to $ and $MPM maximizes the posterior marginal p,($,, 1 y )  
in Eq. 2.14 with respect to $, the ICM estimator JrcM is constructed by "greedily" 
maximizing Eq. 2.23 with respect to $; at each pixel with $, j # i held at their 
current values. Note that to maximize Pr(q&ly, $ j ;  j E Ni) is equivalent to miilimizing 
 posteriori (4; y) in Eq. 2.6. While both parallel and serial update forms of ICM exist, 
the serial update form is generally used. The algorithm for finding ICM estimate is 
as follows: 
0. Start with some initial 4 (for instant, the ML estimate or the raw observation 
Y 1. 
1. Visit every site in L in a raster scan (or other scanning sequence). 
2. When visiting the i th site, choose v E V to maximize 
with respect to 4;. Then set $; = v 
3. Go to item 1 until some convergence criterion is met. 
Because the sequence pr($ly) is monotonically increasing and bounded above it fol- 
lows that convergence is guaranteed. In practice it has been reported [5] that six 
cycles is quite enough for the algorithm to converge. 
ICM is a suboptimal algorithm which is an approximation to simulated anneding. 
More specifically, "ICM is exactly equivalent to instantaneous freezing in simulated 
annealing." [5] because it operates like SA running at T = 0: a visiteld site always takes 
a favorable move which decreases the energy function and never ta.kes a unfavorable 
move which increases the energy function but which is acceptable with low probability 
in SA when T # 0. Numerically, because ICM is a greedy maximizer, it tends to get 
stuck at local minimum, especially when the energy 1a.ndscape of IIamiltonian has a 
rich structure of local extrema. 
2.4.2 Mean Field Theory 
Another set of suboptimal algorithms is motivated by the statistical mechanics 
paradigm of mean-field theory [2] which provides an analytical framewclrk for the 
derivation of deterministic algorithms. Mean field theory can also provide a tool 
to analyze some behavior of Gibbs/Markov random fields such as phase transitions, 
estimation of parameters and correlation-field, and texture formation process [19, 
17, 181. For image recovery problems, successful applications have been reported for 
surface reconstruction [20] and image restoration [24, 71. 
The basic idea of mean field theory is that the energy of an individual site in 
any configuration of the lattice system is determined by the average degree of order 
prevailing in the entire system rather than by the fluctuating configurations of the 
neighboring atoms [38]. This motivation will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5. 
Geiger and Girosi [20] used saddle point approximation to evaluate certain inte- 
grals in a mean-field theory to obtain an approximate solution to surface reconstruc- 
tion problems. They use a MRF that combines a pixel field 4, with a line fields 
$,I [22] as described in Section 2.2. Specifically, they define the observation and the 
line portion of the a priori Hamiltonian as follows: 
where J,h > 0 and J," > 0 so that lines are discouraged and where we hav'e not been 
precise about the exact range of the sum in Hob'. Given the configuration of the line 
field $, the Hamiltonian is a nearest neighbor Hamiltonian where, however, 
the interaction is turned off if there is a line between the two neighboring pixel sites. 
Specifically, 
where JRL > 0 (RL for "right/leftn) and JuD > 0 (UD for "up/d1ownn) and where 
we have again not been precise about the exact range of the sum. Therefore, the 
totsal Harniltonian H has the form H($, $) = H;~~""($) + H;L'~"($I$) + Hob'($). 
Applying Eq. 2.17 to compute H ~ ~ " o "  from ~ a p r i o r i  + ($) + ~ ; r ( $ l $ )  gives [20] 
Hapriori = - c - 1 ln { [exp ( - ~ h ; )  + 11 [exp ( - ~ h , )  + 11) 
P [2.28] nEL 
where 
and where a constant term znEL(J,h + J:), which has no effect on the Gibbs distri- 
bution, has been dropped. Then H = H"P'~~" + Hobs. 
The idea of a saddle point approximation is to neglect the statistical fluctuatioils 
of the field $ and therefore include only the contribution of the maximum term to 
the partition function. More precisely, 
and 
Z c e - H 2 ( 6 )  
where C is a constant. Since 4 is a maximum of H2 it satisfies 
Together with the equalities 
1 1 d l n Z  $h  = - 1 1 d l n Z  and $: = 
" P Z ~ J R L  P z ~ J U D  ' 
this results in a multivariable nonlinear fixed point equation for 4, $:, and 4:. Sev- 
eral methods have been proposed to solve this fixed point equation such as gradient 
descent, conjugate gradient descent, and continuation methods. 
Another alternative approach is mean-field approximation [20] which is applied by 
replacing the neighbors of a particular site by their mean value. For instance, for site 
- - 
i ,  replace $(;,-1,;,), $(;, ,;,-1) by $(;, $(;,,;, -1) respectively. In this way we obtain 
the a partition depend only on 4;. Then Z z niEL C4,Ev(.) is further approximated 
by Z z niEL Jrm(.)df. Then substitute it into the probability measure and finally 
another set of fixed point equations for 4, qh and 4" can be obtained. 
There is another way to apply mean-field theory called mean field annealing 
(MFA) [24, 7, 251. The idea is as follows. Instead of dealing with the iilteractions 
of all the pixels in the neighborhood N; of pixel i ,  the MFA approximation deals 
with a mean (also called "effective") interaction. Then the original Hamiltoilia~l H, a 
function of IL( variables, is approximated by the mean field Hamiltonian, which is a 
function of only one variable. In physics terminology this is a "single body"' Hamilto- 
nian. Generally the mean field Hamiltonian is assumed to be linear or quadratic in 4;. 
Then the issue is to find the best linear or quadratic function. Specifically, they define 
a mean field Hamiltonian Ho($) which usually equals CiEL diJi or CiEL ($.i - 4;)2. 
In order t,o choose the parameters 4,  they minimize the upper bound of the so-called 
Weiss inequality 
F 5 P o +  (H - Ho), [2.35] 
with respect to 4 where 
and (.) denotes the expectation operator with respect to the Gibbs measure associated 
with Ho. The resulting 6 is determined by 
Then, they use T as continuation parameter, together with a gradient descent method, 
t o  create a continuation met hod [36] called "deterministic annealing." 
In summary, the approximations described here have several disadvantages. First 
they apply to MRFs with continuous-state spaces. Second they are only suitable 
for restoration problems. Third they do not represent a family of approximations of 
increasing accuracy. Fourth, there seems to be little theory associated with the search 
step. In this thesis, we attempt to address these issues. 
2.5 Mean Field Model and Bethe Tree in Statistical Mechanics 
In this section, we present work from statistical mechanics, in particular, the 
cluster and Bethe tree approximations, which motivate this thesis. 
Statistical mechanics is concerned with the average properties of a physical syste~n. 
The aim of statistical mechanics is to predict the relations betwelen the observable 
macroscopic properties of the system given only a knowledge of the ;microscopic forces 
between the components. Consider a system with conservative forces. Let 4 denote 
a state (or configuration) of the system. Then this state will have an energy H($), 
where the function H(4) is the Hamiltonian of the system. The thermodynamic 
properties are of course expected to depend on the forces in the system, i.e., on H(4) .  
The basic problem of equilibrium statistical mechanics is to calculate the sum-over- 
states in Eq. 2.2 (to calculate partition function) [3]. As mentioned previously, the 
computation of that the partition function is hopelessly difficult. One is therefore 
forced to do one or both of the following: 
1. Simplify the system by using some simple idealization (model) of it. This simpli- 
fication consists of specifying the state 4 and the energy Hacniltonian functioil 
H(4) .  
2. Make some approximation to evaluate the partition function. 
Two such approximations-the cluster approximation which is of type 2 and the Bethe 
tree approximation which is of type 1-are discussed in the following subsections. 
2.5.1 Mean Field Model 
Let us consider the simple Ising model with Hamiltonian 
where (., .) denotes the nearest neighbor pair. hi is an external field. In statistical 
mechanics, the case of greatest interest is a homogeneous external field ( h i  is indepen- 
dent of i). J is an exchange constant. If J is positive then the system is ferromagnetic 
and parallel "spins" are energetically favored; if J is negative then the system is anti- 
ferromag~letic and nearby spins tend to stay antiparallel. A typical applica,tion of the 
model is to a magnetic system where 4, = 1 denotes "spin up" at site i and $, = -1 
denotes "spin down." 
For this binary case with $ E {-1,l) it is easy to show the followi~ig identity [37]: 
where (-) is the expectation operator with respect to the Gibbs measure with Hamilton 
HI.  Define 4; = ($i). If we approximate the neighbors of site i, specifically qjk for 
k E N;, by 41, and treat $i as a random variable than, under this approximation, 
Eq. 2.40 becomes the mean-field equation 
Note that Eq. 2.41 is a self-consistency condition for the mean field 4. That is, it is 
a fixed point equation for 4. 
The derivation of Eq. 2.41 motivates our development of the cluster approximation 
as described in Chapter 3. More specifically, in Chapter 3, we 
Treat $; V i  E Gi as random variables, where G; might consist of single or 
multiple sites, and replace the associated neighbors by their mean values. 
Generalize from the binary to the grayscale case. 
Deal with an inhomogeneous external field, which is usually the case in image 
processing problems. 
Derive theory for solving fixed point equations and develop e-ficient algorithn~s 
to solve them. 
Our cluster approximation is more closely related to the mean field ideas of statistical 
physics [lo,  pp. 131-1351, where the pixel of interest remains discrete valued, than to 
the approximations reviewed in Section 2.4.2. More specifically, 0u.r cluster approxi- 
mation is an organized probabilistic method for setting up a.nd solving arbitrary-sized 
Bethe approximations [26, pp. 121-1251 for a finite lattice in an irihomogeneous de- 
terministic external field. 
2.5.2 Bethe Tree 
A simple model in statistical mechanics that can be exactly solved is the Ising 
model on the Bethe tree. The idea of the Bethe tree approximation is to approxin~ate 
the MRF lattice by a tree. Then the exact solution of the approximated problem 
is computed. This approximation is useful because the graph defined by the neigh- 
borhood structure on the lattice is cyclic and therefore recursive computations are 
difficult while the graph defined by the tree is acyclic and therefore recursive compu- 
tations are possible. 
Figure 2.1 shows an example MRF lattice and, for site i ,  the associated Bethe 
tree. The MRF has the nearest-neighbor neighborhood structure of the Ising model 
described by Eq. 2.39 in the previous subsection. 
The tree is constructed in the following fashion. ("Node"  s site":^ refers exclusively 
to a tree (lattice)). Each node in the tree is associated with a site in the lattice. (In 
Figure 2.1 the label of the site is placed adjacent to the node). The association call 
be many nodes to one site. Let i be the site for which the marginal probabilities are 
desired. The root node of the tree is associated with site i. For each neighbor of site 1: 
in the lattice, a child node which is associated with the neighbor is a.dded to the root 
C1, I I I 
The site for which marginal 
- probabilities are desired. 
Figure 2.1 MRF Lattice and Bethe Tree. (a) MRF lattice with labeled sites. (b) A 
part of the Bethe tree for MRF lattice site i. Each node is marked with 
the label of the associated MRF site. Three fourths is drawn to depth 1 
and one fourth to depth 4. 
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node. For each neighbor of a neighbor of site i (excluding site i itself), a grandchild 
which is associated with the neighbor of a neighbor is added to the appropriate child 
node. 
Because the graph defined by the neighborhood structure on t:he lattice is cyclic 
(and typically the cycles are small), this process will rapidly reach a site in the lattice, 
call it site j ,  for which a node associated with site j has already been included in 
the tree at an earlier stage. Such an event is not an error but rathler is the key that 
allows recursive computations on a Bethe tree. When such an event occurs there is no 
change to the tree-growing algorithm: a node is added to the tree in the appropriate 
location and this node is associated with site j. (For example, in Figure 2.1 a secoild 
node associated with site i can be found by following the path i -+ c + f + b + i 
in terms of the associated site labels). 
Because multiple nodes can be associated with the same site, the associated site 
labels do not form unique node labels. However, they ca,n be used to construct unique 
node labels by labeling a node by the path used to  reach it from the root node. (For 
example, in Figure 2.1 the node reached by the path i + c + f -+ b + ,i has node 
label ic f bi). 
A random field is defined on the tree by placing at each node a distinct node RV 
denoted wh where h is the node label. (For example, in Figure 2.1, &I;, wicfbi and wiCgd; 
are distinct RVs). The joint pmf on w is a Gibbs distribution where the Hamiltoniail 
is determined by the Hamiltonian of the MRF. 
Because of the space homogeneous nature of the Ising model (i.e., J C(i,j, 4;#j 
rather than C(i,j) Jijdi$j ) it is possible to determine many quantities of physical [3, 
Chapter 21 and mathematical [28] interest in a rather simple fashi.on. Consider tlie 
subtrees rooted at each of the children of the root node. The space-homogeneous 
nature of the tree means that these subtrees are all identical. The identical subtrees 
means that a recursion call be found for the value of a key probab'ilistic quantity in 
a tree of depth d in terms of the same quantity in a tree of depth d - 1. Based on 
this recursion, the limit d + m can be studied which is the key concern of these 
authors. Notice that this is not a recursion marching though levels of a given tree 
of fixed depth but rather is a recursion marching through trees of increaljing depth. 
Based on these ideas, the Ising model on the Bethe tree is solved. 
We are interested in generalizations in two directions, both of which are crucial 
for image processing: 
Generalize from the Ising model to a broader class of Hamiltonians. 
Generalize from space-invariant Hamiltonians to space-varying Hamliltonians. 
The second generalization is the more difficult of the pair and leads to the study of a 
fundamentally different class of recursion as described in Chapter 4. 
3. CLUSTER APPROXIMATIONS 
In this chapter we first introduce a class of approximations of increasing accuracy, 
called cluster approximations. We then derive several theorems concerning the fixed- 
point equations that result from the cluster approximation. An algorithm for solving 
fixed-point equations follows. Finally, we will specify some concrete examples of ima.ge 
models which will be used in numerical experimellts in Chapter 5 .  
3.1 Derivation of Cluster Approximations 
Recall from Section 2.2 that the key computation in the TPhI estimator is the 
computation of the mean of a MRF defined by a Hamiltonian H. In this subsectioil 
we describe a sequence of approximations of increasing accuracy, called cluster ap- 
proximations, for that computation. The idea is to treat spatially local interactions 
exactly and more dista.nt interactions approximately. Specifically, 
1. Focus on a specific site i. 
2. Choose the set of spatially local interactions that will be treated exactly: Define 
a set G; c L for which i E G;. When computing the mean of the random 
variable at site i, interactions among sites in Gi will be treated exactly while 
interactions between sites in Gi and sites in L - G; and among sites all in L - Gi 
will be treated approximately. 
3. The method of approximation is to ignore fluctuations, that is, to assume that 
sites in L - Gi have their mean value. It is convenient to continue to treat sites 
in L - G; as random variables but with values in R rather than V and with a 
delta function probability density. 
Sites in L-Gi are replaced by their mean values but their mean values are unknown 
and in fact are the goal of the entire calculation. Therefore a cluster approximation 
depends on a consistency condition: the mean computed based 011 the approximation 
must have the same value as the mean used to define the approximation. Then the 
evaluation of the approximation is the solution of the consistency condition. 
Let E, denote expectation with respect t o  the pdf or pmf p. E without subscript 
means expectation with respect to  the Gibbs pmf exp(-,BH)/Z. Define zrzj = E($j )  
for all j E L. Fix G;. For j E L - G; allow the lattice variables $ j  to tak:e values in 
R rather than in V. Define the mixed pdf-pmf pci  on $ by 
Note that p~ is the Gibbs pmf. Note that p ~ ,  results from approximating Pr({$3 : 
j E L - G;) )  by njcL-Gi 6($j - m j )  in the Bayes rule formula P r ( 4 )  = Pr({$, : j E 
G;}l{$j : j E L - G ; ) )  Pr({$j : j E L - G;) ) .  Compute 
where the function f ,  : R I ~ - ~ ' I  + R is defined by 
- ( n j E L n G i  &,Ev) 4; ~ X P  [-pH ( ( $ 1  : 1 E L n G;}  U {mr : 1 E L -  G;})][3.5] 
(IIjELnG, xm1Ev) exp [-pH ( ( $ 1  : 1 E L n Gi} u {mr : 1 E L - G;})] 
Sometimes it is convenient to write f i (m)  even though the arguments {ml : 1 E LnG;}  
are ignored. 
For each i E L we have 
Group these into a vector equation m E f (m) where 
The cluster approximation is to assume that this equality is ex,act and solve the 
equality for a set of approximations, denoted $;, to the mi. Spe~ifica~lly, solve 4 = f (4) 
and approximate the desired m by m E 4. An equation of this type is called a fixed- 
point equation. 
Notice that application of the cluster approximation requires that H be evaluated 
at mean values which are typically not the gray level values for which H was ini- 
tially defined. This problem is common to all of the mean field theories reviewed in 
Section 2.4.2. If H can only be evaluated at gray levels (e.g., H is constructed from 
Kronecker 6-function), it is often the case that the problem is inore naturally treated 
as a classification problem for which Bethe tree approximations are natural. 
There are several important theoretical questions about the fixed-point equation 
resulting from the cluster approximation: 
1. If there are solutions of the fixed-point equation, are all of the solutions in the 
region [V-, v+]ILI where V- = minV and V+ = maxV? It would be difficult 
to interpret solutions outside of this region since 4; E V implies that V- 5 
E(4i) 5 V+. 
2. Does one or more solutions of the fixed-point equation exist? 
3. If there a,re solutions of the fixed-point equation, is there a unique solution? 
4. If there are solutions of the fixed-point equation, what method can be used to 
compute the solutions? 
We are able to  answer Questions 1 and 2 affirmatively for general Hamiltonians and 
Questions 3 and 4 for a wide class of Hamiltonians with P sufficiently small. The 
following subsection is devoted to  these results. 
We now describe the choice of G;. Because we are interested in approximations 
that are spatially homogeneous, we always take G, = i + G = { i  + j : j E 6 ; )  for some 
fixed G except at the boundaries of the lattice where we always use free boundary 
conditions which force the use of a smaller G. The simplest choice for G is Go = ( 0 )  
so that when computing the mean of the RV at site i only site i is treated exactly. 
A choice for G that gives a more accurate approximation, at the cost of increased 
computation, is i + ~,,,,t,,i,,i = N; U {i) where N, is the neighborhood of site i 
in the a posteriori MRF or, if the neighborhoods of the a posteriori MltF are too 
large, in the a priori NIRF. (Here it is assumed that the neighborhood structure is 
constant from site to  site except at the boundary). By using this choice for G,  the 
cluster approximation will take exact account of all first order interacti'ons. Since 
the cluster approximation is defined for arbitrary G,  it is natural to consider using G 
as a parameter in solving the fixed-point equation. In particular, the solution for a 
large G might be computed by first computing the solution for a small 5: using the 
methods of Section 3.3 and then using the small G solution as an initial condition 
for the computation of the large G solution. We have not pursued such a1p;orithms in 
this thesis. 
Notice that the cluster approximation exactly preserves the structure of the gray 
levels in three senses: No summation over V is approximated by an integral over R; 
the solution 4 of the fixed-point equation always satisfies 6 E [V-: V+]ILI (Theorem 1) 
so that 4 can be interpreted as the mean of a field taking values in 1/ILI; and, because 
we use the reconstruction cost function of Marroquin et al. [33], every pixel in the 
resulting estimate takes a value from V .  This behavior is not true of all estimators, 
for instance, it is not true of minimum variance estimators [20]. 
3.2 Theoretical Results Concerning 4 = f (4) 
In this subsection we derive several theorems concerning the fixed-point equations 
that result from the cluster approximation. The results parallel i;he four questions 
posed in the previous subsection. H is the Hamiltonian of the MRF and the compo- 
nents of f are defined in Eq. 3.5. 
First we identify that subset of RILl in which the solutions, if t:hey exist, occur. 
Lemma 1 ~ ; ( R I ~ - ~ ' I )  C [V- , V+]. 
PI-oof: Multiply the inequality V- 5 4; 5 V+ by the positive quantity 
exp [ -pH ({dl : 1 E L n Gi) u {ml : 1 E L - G;))] , 
sum c $ ~  over V for j E L n G;, and divide the resulting inequality hy 
( j E ~ G i  4 ~ )  
I exp [--pH ((41 : 1 E L n Gi) U {mi : 1 E L - G;))] 
to  get the conclusion in the form V- < f ;  ( {m,  : 1 E L - G;)) 5 V+. 
Theorem 1 All solutions of 4 = f (4) satisfy 4 E [K, v+]ILI 
Proof: This follows immediately from Lemma 1. 
Remarks: 
1. The existence of any solutions is not asserted. 
2. Theorem 1 answers Question 1 (Section 3.1) affirmatively. 
Under rather weak assumptions on H we now prove the existence of solutions. 
Theorem 2 If H is continuous on [V-, v+]ILI then there exists a so'lution of 4 = f (4)  
in the set [V-: v+]ILI. 
Proof: Continuity of H implies continuity of f on [V-, v+]ILI. [V-, v+]ILI is compa,ct 
and convex. By Lemma 1: f maps all of RILl into [V-, l,'+]IL so it certainly maps 
[V-, ~ + ] l " l  into [V-, v+]ILI. Therefore, by the Brouwer Fixed-Point Theorem [36, 6.3.2, 
p. 1611, the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
Remarks: 
3. Theorem 2 answers Question 2 (Section 3.1) affirmatively. 
Under stronger assumptions on H we now prove the uniqueness of the fixed point 
and provide an algorithm for the computation of the fixed point both under the 
assumption that 3 is small enough. An upper bound on 3 which defines "small 
enough" and which is practical to  compute is provided. The uniqueness and algorithm 
come as a package through the Contraction-Mapping Theorem. If :r: E ItN then let 
Lemma 2 Let E R I ~ I  be convex. If / g ( m ) l  5 pyi < m and contin~ious for all 
i E L, 1 E L - G;, and m E E then, for x ,y  E E, 
where p and q are conjugate exponents ( l /p+  l /q  = 1). Note: for 1 E G;! d.f;/dml = 0 
since f;(m) = fi({mj : j E L - G;}). 
Proof: Let x, y E E. Define the function f; : [O,1] -+ R  by &(t )  = fi(y $- t (x - y)). 
Then 
Therefore, 
where p and q are conjugate exponents. By the convexity of E, y + t (x -. y )  E E so 
that 
By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, fi(x) - fi(y) = f;(l) - .f;(0) = J,, Z(z)dz.  
Therefore, 
Therefore, for p' E [l, m], 
So, take p' = p to get the conclusion of the lemma. 
Theorem 3 Let E 2 R I ~ I  be convex and closed. If i z ( m ) l  < ,By; < m for all 
i E L, 1 E L - G;, and m E E; f(E) C E; and ,B < l /Tc where 
,Tc is called "contraction temperature," and p and q are conjugate exponents then f (x)  
restricted to x E E is a contraction mapping in I (  . 11, norm, the fixed-point equation 
x = f ( x )  restricted to x E E has a unique solution denoted 4, and if .r,+~ = f ( s n )  
(xo E E arbitrary) then limn,, xn = d. Note: for 1 E G;, df;/dml = 0. 
Proof: f is a contraction mapping by Lemma 2 and the remaining conclusions follow 
from the Contraction-Mapping Theorem [36, 5.1.3 p. 1201. 
Remarks: 
4. E must contain Eo = [V.,  v+]ILI since for any smaller E it may not be true that 
f (E) 2 E (Lemma 1). 
5 .  Let E = Eo. Assume that bounds on dfi/dml exist on E .  Then, for ,B small 
enough, Theorem 3 guarantees a unique fixed point in Eo. Since there are no 
fixed points outside of Eo (Theorem 1)) the fixed point is actually unique in 
all of RILI. This fixed point is the desired conditional mean approximation. 
Therefore, for a class of Hamiltonian and a range of ,B, Theorem 3 answers 
Question 3 (Section 3.1) affirmatively. 
6. In cases where Theorem 3 applies, the iterative algorithm x,+l = f (x,) (XO E E 
arbitrary) gives a computational method since lim,,, x, = 4 where 4 = f (4). 
Since Eo E and f(xo) E Eo for all xo (Lemma 1)) we can actually take 
xo E RILI. Therefore, for a class of Hamiltonian and a range of P,  Theorem 3 
answers Question 4 (Section 3.1) affirmatively. 
We next give a sufficient condition for the existence of bounds on ul.fi/dml for 
general E .  In order to get a tighter bound, we define a local Hamiltonian in terms of 
the cliques [22] of the Hamiltonian H. The efficacy of a local Hamiltonian reflects the 
local nature of the cluster approximation. Let C be the set of all cliques [22]. (The 
elements of C are subsets of L) . Then 
where I/, are clique potentials. For S L define Cs = {c E C : c n S # 8 ) .  Define the 
local Hamiltonian, denoted Hi, and the difference Hamiltonian, denoted AH;, by 
Then 
exp [--pH : 1 E L n Gi) U {ml : I E L - G;))] [3.11] 
= exp [ - ,BHi ({$ r : l~  L n G i ) U { m ~ : l E  L-G; ) ) ]  
x exp [-@AH; ({mi : 1 E L - G;})] 
and therefore 
fi ({ml : 1 E L - Gi)) [3.12] 
- (n jELnG.  Z+,EV) #iexp [-pH, ({$I : 1 E L n Gi) U {mi : I E L - G;))] 
(n jELnG;  Z+,EV) ~ X P  [-pH, ({#I : 1 E L n Gi} U {mi : I E L - Gi})] 
Eq. 3.13 represents an important savings in computation over the initial definition of 
f; in Eq. 3.5 and furthermore allows the calculation of tighter bounds on dfi/dml. 
Define V, = max{/$( : # E V) = max{lV+I, JV-1). We can now give a concrete 
sufficient condition for the hypothesis " ( z ( m ) l  5 /Iy; < m" in Theorem 3: 
Lemma 3 Let E c ~ 1 ~ 1 .  If 
for all i E L and I E L - G; then i z ( m ) l  5 2Vmpu; for all i E L,, I E L - G;, and 
m E E. Note: the only components of m E E that enter into the bound for df;/d172~ 
are {mk : k E L - G;). 




Therefore, izl 5 (first term1 + lsecond term/ 5 2~,Ba; .  
Remarks: 
7. Most Hamiltonians used in image processing and computer vision have deriva,- 
tives that are bounded on any finite set so, based on Lemm.a 3 ,  dfi/dml will 
also be bounded on the set. Let the set be Eo. Then the class of Hamiltoilian 
for which Remarks 5 and 6 applies includes the typical Hamiltonians of interest'. 
In the next subsection we present an algorithm for solving the fixed-point problem. 
3.3 An Algorithm for the Solution of 6 = f (6)  
In this section we describe an algorithm for the solution of the multivariable nonlin- 
ear fixed-point equation 6 = f (6). The algorithm, which is directly motivated by the 
theoretical results of Section 3.2, is a continuation method [l] where the continuation 
parameter is the inverse temperature ,#. Specifically, for ,# small enough, the solution 
is both unique and relatively easy to compute since f is a contraction mapping (The- 
orem 3). However, we desire the solution for ,# = 1 since we desire to compute the 
a posteriori mean of 4 with respect to the Gibbs distribution exp(-H(#)))/Z. The 
idea of a continuation method for this problem is that the solution is first located for 
some particular sufficiently small value of ,# and then the solution is tracked as ,# is 
increased toward 1. Note that in a continuation-method solution of the fixed-point 
problem, ,# is not the only conceivable continuation parameter and in fact a. different 
strategy using a canonical homotopy may be de~ira~ble. These issues are discussed in 
Ref. [l] and, for a particular example, in Ref. [31]. 
Our algorithm is a member of the class of "predictor-corrector" [l, Section 2.21 
methods. Make the dependence of f on ,# explicit (i.e., f($,,#)) so that f : RILlfl + 
RILI. The fixed-point equation defines a one-dimensional curve in RILlf and each 
point on the curve is a solution (6, ,#) of 6 = f (4, p). These methods assume that a 
solution (#, ,#) is known, predict the solution further along the curve in 1;he desired 
direction (i.e., ,# increasing), and finally correct the predicted solution using the fixed- 
point equation. Our algorithm uses the simplest prediction step-a sequence of ,# 
values P(k) (k = 0 , .  . . , K - 1) is fixed in advance and the predicted solu.tion (4, ,#) 
is the value of # from the current solution and the next higher value of ,#-but 
a relatively sophisticated correction step based on the theory of Sectioin 3.2. We 
assume that if the solution of # = f ($ , I )  is not unique, then the answer provided by 
the contiiluation method is appropriate for our problem. [N~nuni~ueness  may, but is 
not sure, to occur if 1 is not a value of ,# that is sufficiently small (Theoi:em 3)] .  A 
continuation method was also used in Refs. [8, 241. 
Our algorithm has two phases. In the first phase, where f is provably or is by 
behavior a contraction mapping, the correction step is done by iteraking f at constant 
p. This requires only the evaluation of H (or Hi). The second phase begins when 
,G' is sufficiently close to 1 such that f no longer behaves as a contraction mapping. 
In the second phase the correction step is done by applying conjugate gradients [39, 
Section 10.61 with analytic derivative formulae to the scalar cost function cP(4) = 
(14 - f (4, P]I 1 1 ;  a t  constant P. This requires the evaluation of H and the gradient of 
H (or Hi and the gradient of Hi). 
f is provably a contraction mapping for P < l/Tc (Theorem 3) .  We typically 
start phase 1 from a /3 significantly lower than l/Tc because the number of iterations 
required to  achieve numerical convergence decreases rapidly as P decreases. For the 
first predicted value of 6, we use the observed data y. Let $fl(n) be the sequence 
of iterations at inverse temperature p in a phase 1 correction step. At each inverse- 
temperature P(k),  we iterate until JI$P(k)(n + 1) - $P(k)(n)l12 < t or the number of 
iterations exceeds N~ycIe , .  
We desire to delay the switch from phase 1 to phase 2 as long as possible because, 
empirically, each phase 2 correction step using conjugate gradients requires more 
computer time than a phase 1 correction step using iteration. Therefore, we use 
phase 1 for larger P than the largest P (that is, l/Tc) for which we can prove that f is 
a contraction mapping. If f is contractive in the l2 norm, then IJ$P(/z + 1) - $P(n)l12 < 
1 1  $"n) - $"n - 1 :I 112. Therefore we monitor sP(n) = 1 1  $ "(n + 1 ) - $P(n)112 - II$"(n) - 
$P(n - 1)(12 and use phase 1 until this quantity becomes positivle. When sP("(n) 
becomes positive, say at (kl, n l ) ,  we switch from phase 1 to phase 2, starting phase 2 
at the initial condition $P(kl)(nl). Then, at each inverse temperature P(k)  ( k  = 
kl ,  . . . , K - l) ,  we use conjugate gradients to minimize cP(~)($) to  within tolerance t 
while using a maximum of N,2,c1e, iterations. 
In more detail, the algorithm has the following form: 
1. Inputs: 
(a)  P(k) for k f (0,.  . . , I< - 1): temperature schedule. 
(b)  t:  normal termination criteria for a correction step (used in both phase 1 
and 2). 
(c)  6 :  abnormal termination criteria for a correction step (used in phase 1 
only). 
(d )  NLles: maximum number of iterative steps at a given inverse temperature 
in phase 1. 
(e)  N$cles: maximum number of conjugate gradient steps a.t a given inverse 
temperature in phase 2. 
2. Initialization: k t 0. 
3. Phase 1: 
(a') Termination: If k > Ii' then terminate the entire algorithm with answer 
$@(K-1)*. 
k = O  
(b) Prediction step: $@(*)(o) t where $@(*-'I* is set in 
k l * ,  otherwise 
step 3(c)iiiA or 3(c)iiiB. 
(c) Correction step: 
i. Initialization: n t 0. 
ii. Iteration rule: $@(*)(n + 1) t f ($Ptk)(n); P(k)). 
iii. Termination criteria and actions: 
A. Normal termination: If II$@(*)(n + 1) - $@("(n)ll2 < t then set 
$@(*I* t $@(*I(, + 1) and k t k + 1 and goto step 3a. 
B. Normal termination: If n + 1 > NkCles then set $@(*I* t $@(*)(n) 
and k t k + 1 and goto step 3a. 
C. Abnormal termination: If II$@(*)(n + 1) - $@(*)(n) 1 1  2 > 1 1  $@(*)(n) -
$@(*)(n - 1)112 + c then terminate phase 1 and start plhase 2: set 
Ii'* t k and $* t 4@(*)(n) and goto step 4. 
D. Nontermination: n +- n + 1 and goto step 3(c)ii.. 
4. Phase 2: 
(a) Termination: If k 2 then terminate the entire algorithm with answer 
$fl(K-1). . 
k = K* 
(b) Prediction step: $ f l ( k ) ( ~ )  t where $* and K* are set 
, k > K *  
in step 3(c)iiiC and $fl(k-l)* is set in step 4c. 
(c) Correction step: Conjugate gradients [39, Section 10.61 rr~inimization of the 
cost function ~ ( $ f l ( ~ ) ;  P(k)) = JI$fl(k) - f($fl(k); P(k))IIi to tolerance t from 
the initial condition $ f l ( k ) ( ~ )  with maximum number of iterations N~Y,,,s.  
Set $fl(k)* to be the result found a t  convergence or when the iteration limit 
was exhausted. Set k t k + 1 and goto step 4a. 
As detailed in Chapter 5 ,  we have used an inverse temperature schledule that is basi- 
cally geometric with an initial inverse temperature such that f is prowably contractive. 
Tlle use of a geometric schedule is motivated by the success of such. schedules in sim- 
ulated annealing algorithms. 
3.4 Concrete Examples of Image Models 
In this section we describe two broad classes of a priori  MRF, three classes of 
observation processes, and compute f and T, (the lower bound on 1/P such that f is 
a contraction mapping) for the resulting a posteriori  Hamiltonians. In Chapter 5, we 
use these examples in numerical experiments. Note that the cluster approximation 
(Section 3.1) and the theoretical results (Section 3.2) apply much rnore broadly than 
the MRFs considered here. 
Three classes of HobS are considered. The first class is a 1inea.rly blurred signal 
observed in additive white zero-mean Gaussian noise: 
where u,? is the observation noise variance, y, is the observation (which is taken on 
the same lattice L as the original pixels), wl$ is the linear transformation, and $j is 
the uncorrupted image. Eq. 3.13 is a special case of the more convenient Hamiltonian 
where, without loss of generality, we assume that J t y  = J::. In the second class, 
motivated by low-light imaging, the image controls the rate function of a Poisson 
process and the measured data is the number of arrivals of the Poisson process in 
each pixel: 
Hz"bs(d; Y) = C [A($[) - yl ln A($,) + !)] [3.15] 
[EL 
where yl is the number of arrivals for pixel 1, $1 is the uncorrupted image, a.nd A($[)  is 
the rate function for pixel 1. In the third class, the image is observed in multiplicative 
noise [41.]: y, = c(A($,))-Y exp(-n,) where n, is white zero-mean Gaussian noise 
with variance a2, y and c are constants, $, is the uncorrupted image, and X maps 
the image to physical gray levels. This model results in the Hamiltonian 
The choice of Hapriori is often much more subject to the investigator's discretion. 
In the following two subsections, we consider two cases: one without (a line field 
and one with a line field (H;'"~"). Both Hapriori are motivated b y  Hpbs 
and we compute T, and f for a posteriori Hamiltonians containing HpbS. We also us 
~ ; p r i o r i  with H ; ~ S  and H ; ~ S  
3.4.1 Pixel Processes without Line Fields 
In view of the choice for H,o"" above, a natural choice for H ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  is the most
general quadratic Hamiltonian, specifically, 
apriori - where, without loss of generality, we assume that Jij - ~ ~ p " ~ " .  Therefore, the 
total Hamiltonian HI = H : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  + H;bS has the form 
apriori 
where Jij = Ji,j + Jobs 1 ,3 and hj = h""~" 3 + h;bs and therefore J i ,  = Jjji. 
We assume that V,  the range of $, is V = {- (N - 1))  - ( N  - 3)) ..., -1,1, ..., A'- 
3, N - 1) if IVI = N is even and V = {- (N - 1)/2, - (N - 3)/2, ...., -1,0,1, ..., ( N  - 
3)/2, ( N  - 1)/2) if I V (  = N is odd. In both cases, the symmetry around 0 is useful in 
simplifying equations. The H,""" and H ; L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of Hamiltonians are cl-osed under affine 
transformations of the pixel field so that any evenly spaced set of N grey levels can be 
transformed into one of the symmetric sets described above. With these assumptions, 
the Hamiltonian HI is simple enough so that explicit calculations of f i  can be ma.de 
in certain cases (Appendix A). The key to explicit calculations and the bound of 
Eq. 3.20 is to write f as a function of pj.({rnl : 1 E L - G i ) )  = CkEL-.G, /?Jj,kn~,k -,8h3. 
The simplest case, which applies for 6 = and binary grey levels V = ( 5 1 ) )  is 
fi({ml : I # 2 ) )  = tanh(Ck+; PJi,kmk - Phi). 
We now work out the implications of the theory in Section 3.2 for HI .  Theorem 1 
applies immediately so that the solutions of the fixed-point equation, if they exist, 
must fall in the region [V-, v+]ILI. Since Hl is continuous, Theorem 2 implies that 
solutions of the fixed-point equation exist. 
We compute T, for the Hamiltonian Hl in several steps: ( I )  compute Hi and 
AH; (Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10); (2) for the hypotheses of Lemma 3, compute (i3Hi/i3ml) 
which turns out not to depend on the set E for which m E E and which is bounded 
by of = V, CjELnG, IJj,ll; (3) apply Lemma 3 to  find that li3fi/dml) 5 where 
= 2Vmaf; and (4) finally apply Theorem 3 to conclude that 
The theorems of Section 3.2 apply to  a br0a.d range of Hami1tonia.n but, for HI, we 
are only concerned with quadratic Hamiltonians and can therefore get sharper result's. 
Specifically, using techniques similar to those of Section 3.2, we can prove that f is 
contractive if ,f3 < 1/T? where 
However, the choice of which we routinely use and which we believe gives the tightest 
bound for the specific examples of Chapter 5 is p = oo for which ca.se both expressions 
reduce to  the common bound T, = T? = 2V:  maxi^^ CIEL-Gi zjELnGi 1 Jj,ll. Finally, 
if G = Go and IV) = 2 then the factor of 2 is not necessary (Appendix B): 
3.4.2 Pixel Processes with Line Fields 
A second natural choicefor an a priori Hamiltonia,n to use with H,""",enoted 
H ~ ~ ' " " ,  is the a priovi portion of a Hamiltonian used by Geiger and Girosi [20] 
jn computer vision surface reconstruction. Between each pair of pixel sites in the 
horizontal direction there is a line site with binary random variable $: and likewise 
in the vertical direction with binary random variable $:. If the random variable takes 
value 1 then a line is present while if it takes value 0 then no line is present. The 
relationships among the indices of 4, G h ,  and $" are shown in Figure 3.1. Notice 
that if L = (0,.  . . , L1 - 1) x (0, .  . . , L2 - 1) then $,h is only defined on the lattice 
Lh = (1,.  . ., L1 - 1)  x (0,.  . ., Lz - 1) and $: is only defined on the lattice Lv = 
(0, . . . , L1 - 1)  x (1, . . . , LZ - I ) .  In order to decrease the notational burden, we 
apriori ignore these distinctions. H, is specified in two parts as described in Section 2.4.2, 
specifically, 
The part Hyiori s the simplest possible choice: each site of the line field is indepen- 
dent of all other sites in the line field. Therefore, 
where ~ , h  > 0 and J," > 0 so that lines are discouraged and we are not precise 
about the exact range of the summation. Given the configuration of the line field 
$, the Harniltoniai~ H Z '  is a nearest neighbor Hamiltonian where, however, the 
interaction is turned off if there is a line between the two neighboring pixel sites. 
Specifically, 
2 
+ JUD (4, - qnl ,n2- i ) )  (1 - 13.241 
where JRL > 0 (RL for "right/leftn) and JuD > 0 (UD for "up/dow:~~") and where nre 
have again not been precise about the exact ra,nge of the sum. Th.erefore, the total 
apriori($) + H~~~ Hamiltonian H2 has the form Hz($, $) = H$ apriOri($l$! + Hybs($). This 
Hamiltonian H2 is SO complicated that we have to use Eq. 3.13 expl.icitly to compute 
the f .  
We now work out the implications of the theory in Section 3.2 for H2.  Applyiilg 
Eq. 2.17 to compute Haprior' from ~ y ~ ~ ~ ~ ( $ )  + H ; ( $ I $ )  gives [20] 
where 
and where a constant term CnEL(J,h + Jl), which ha,s no effect on the Gibbs distri- 
bution, has been dropped. Then Hz = H~P""'~ + Hob". 
The contributions from Hapriori and Hob" to the local Hamiltonian Hi and the 
difference Hamiltonian AH; are computed separately. The contrihutions from H,"~' 
are identical in form to the results for H1 since Hpb" and HI have the same form. 
Define G: = Gn U (Gn + (1,Q))  and GL = Gn U (Gn + (0 , l ) ) .  Then the contributions 
~t~~~~~~~ 
and A ~ ~ a p r i o r i  from Haprior' itre 
1 1 
= - C -In [exp (-@hk) + l] - C - In [exp (-Phi) + l] 
n ~ G h  P nEG,V P 
Let E be the set in the hypotheses of Lemma 3. Define 
El = sup ImrJ 
m E E  [ 21 JRLI(E/ + Vm), 1 E (GC - G;) n ( e  - rTijc 
10,  otherwise 
Then, using ex/(ex + 1) 5 1, we find by direct calculation that 
Notice that the bound does not depend on J,h or J: and is therefore probiibly loose. 
Define yf = 2Vm(ai(a.priori) + af(obs)) and conclude from Lemma 3 that 16'fi/dmlJ 5 
pyf. Finally, apply Theorem 3 to conclude that f is contractive on E if P < l/Tc 
- ((4, : k E I, n Gi) u {mk : k E 
- G;)) 
where 
_< af(apriori) + ai(obs). 
Specialization to  E = [V-, V+]lLI implies that El = V, in aj(a.priori) and choosing 
p = oo as before gives Tc = ClEL ~ ~ x ~ E L - G ,  
0 0 a 
4i-1,j-1 Gtj-1 4i,j-1 G!+I,~-I 4i+l,j-l 
Figure 3.1 Indexing Convention for The Joint Pixel and Line Fie1d.s. Pixel fields are 
denoted by solid disks and line fields are denoted by open circles. 

4. BETHE TREE APPROXIMATIONS 
In this chapter, we start by introducing the concept of Bethe tree approximations 
which were motivated in Section 2.5.2. Then some theoretical results follow. Finally, 
we propose algorithms based on these results. 
4.1 The Bethe Tree Approximation 
Recall from Section 2.2 that the key computation in the MPM estimator is the 
computation of the marginal probabilities of a MRF defined by a Ha:miltonian H. The 
mean of the MRF, which is the key computation in the TPM estimator, can easily 
be found from such marginal probabilities. In this section a family of approximations 
for the computation of the marginal probabilities, called Bethe tree approximations, 
are described. 
In this thesis the Bethe tree approximation is only applied to IvlRFs which have 
cliques containing either one or two lattice sites. Therefore, as in Section 2.5.2 and 
Fig. 2.1, the space dependent Hamiltonian can be written as 
In this expression Wl is the potential for 1-site cliques and W2 is the potential for 
2-site cliques where W2(nl, dn1, n2, dn2) is 0 if nl and n2 ase not :neighbors. Recall 
the construction of the tree in Section 2.5.2, corresponding t o  terrns of the type 
Wl(n,  4,) in the lattice Hamiltonian there is a term U~l(~~.m,wnln,...n,,,) i  the tree 
Hamiltonian from each node in the tree where nln2 . - . n, is the node label. Similarly, 
corresponding to terms of the type W2(n1, , 1z2, $,,) in the lattice Hamiltonian, 
there is a term 
in tree Hamiltonian for each edge in the tree where nln2 . . n, and nln2 - . - TL,TL,+~ 
label an edge by labeling the two terminating nodes. Because the tree is constructed 
such that the associated sites of the children are basically the neighbors of the as- 
sociated site of the parent, any n l ,  n2 such that W2(n1, 722, &,) can be nonzero 
are the associated sites of a pair of nodes separated by a single edge. The total tree 
Hamiltonian is the summation of these contributions over all nodes and all1 edges in 
the tree. 
Notice that the branching ratio in the tree is variable. (For example, in Figure 2.1 
the root node has a branching ratio of 4 which is the number of neighbors in the MRF 
neighborhood structure but all other nodes have a branching ratio of 3) .  l'h' 1s occurs 
because if sites n l  and n2 are neighbors and some path in the tree reaches a node 
associatetl with site nl then the interaction between nl and n2 is entirely accounted 
for in the parent-child interaction and nothing remains to be accouilted for in a child- 
grandchild interaction where the grandchild and parent would be associated with the 
same lattice site. 
If the original MRF has a neighborhood graph that is acyclic (such MRF are 
trivial and not of practical interest) then the Bethe tree is exactly the same as the 
MRF and exact recursive calculations can be done on either structure. Otherwise the 
Bethe tree is an approximation to the MRF. The approximate nature is due to the 
occurrence of multiple nodes in the tree associated with the same site in the lattice 
but having distinct RVs which are not forced by the probability law on ithe tree to 
take the same value. (For example, in Figure 2.1, w,, w,,jb, and w,,,d, are distinct 
RVs) . 
In this thesis four methods for terminating the Bethe trees are considered. Three 
of the methods result in finite-depth trees while the fourth results in infinite-depth 
trees. The simplest method is called "free termination" and is analogous to free 
boundary conditions in MRFs: the tree is simply terminated at a specified depth d. 
(For example, in Figure 2.1 assuming d = 4, the node ic f kq would have no children 
and would contribute to only two terms in the tree Hamiltonian: lVl(q,Ldicfkq) and 
W2(k,Wicfk, q ~ ~ i c f k q ) ) .  
In the second and third methods, denoted "pmf termination" and 'Lmean termina- 
tion", the tree is terminated at a finite depth hut some attempt is made to reflect the 
influence of the nodes beyond where the tree terminates. Imagine an infinitely deep 
tree. The nodes in the actual finite tree are called "shallow" nodes and the remainder 
of the nodes are called "deepn nodes. The joint prnf on the node ILVs of the infinite 
tree can be writ ten without approximation as Pr(shal1ow ldeep) Pr(deep). In order to 
terminate the tree, the term Pr(deep) is approximated. Pmf terminated and mean 
terminated use different approximations. 
For prnf terminated, a marginal prnf denoted p,(.) for each sitre i z  in the lattice 
is determined by some mechanism (see below). Then Pr(deep) is approximated by 
JJILps(h)(wh) where s (h )  is the associated site label for node h and avhere the product 
is over all of the deep sites. Thus each deep node RV is modeled as illdependent with 
a marginal prnf that is equal to the marginal prnf on the associated site RV. 
For mean terminated, a mean denoted 4, is determined for each site n in the lattice 
by some mechanism (see below). Then Pr(deep) is approxinlated by J J h  c5(wl, - $,(I,)) 
where the product is over all of the deep sites and 6 is the Dirac &function. Thus 
each deep node RV is modeled as deterministic and takes its mean value. 
As in free terminated trees a depth denoted d is determined but now the tree 
is terminated a t  depth d + 1. Call those nodes that have no children the leaves of 
the tree. All that is required in order to implement the prnf terminated and mean 
terminated methods described in the preceding two paragraphs i:; to use a special 
type of Wl contribution from the leaves of the tree. Specifically, 
In addition, in both pmf- and mean-terminated cases, each leaf node is connected 
through a standard type of W2 contribution t o  its parent node. 
Notice that mean terminated, unlike prnf terminated, is appropriate only for 
Hamiltonians which can be evaluated for node-RV values not equal to one of the 
gray levels. This is often possible for Hamiltonians used in image restoration prob- 
lems and is usually not possible for Hamiltonians used in spatial pattern ci.assification 
problems. 
For free terminated trees, Eq. D.3 (Appendix D) can immediately be used to com- 
pute exactly the marginal prnf on the root-node RV. Then the pnlf of the associated 
site RV is approximated by assuming that the two pmfs are identical. Use of this pinf 
in the MPM estimation formulae gives an estimate denoted Pfree-MPM. If the mean 
of the site RV is desired, it can be computed from the pmf. Use of this mean in the 
TPM estimation formulae gives an estimate denoted ,Bfree-TPM. The tree can be con- 
structed and the prnf can be computed for any site in the lattice totally indsependently 
of any other site. 
In pmf-terminated and mean-terminated trees the situation is more complicated 
because the prnf or mean used to define Wl for the leaf nodes is unknown and in 
fact is the entire goal of the calculation. The pmf or mean is determined by impos- 
ing a consistency condition. Consider the pmf-terminated case. Define P {q E 
~ 1 ~ 1  : xLl  q, = 1 and q, > 0 V v E 1 ,  . , V } } .  Let pj E P be a vector whose 
components pj,, are the marginal prnf on site j used to define I.V1 for the leaf nodes 
which arc associated with lattice site j. Let p = (pT,. . . ,pLI)T.  For each site i E L: 
construct the Bethe tree with root i. Let fi; E P be a vector whose components pi,, 
are the marginal prnf on the root-node RV of the Bethe tree constructed at site i. Let 
6 = (j:, . . . , fiLl)T. Using Eq. D.4 (Appendix D), express jj in terms of p: j = rpmf(p). 
The consistency condition is to require p = fi = I'P"'(~) which is a so-called fixed- 
point equation whose solution p is the set of approximate marginal pmfs for each site 
in the lattice. If the mean is desired, it can be computed directly from the marginal 
pmf. Use of the prnf (mean) in the MPM (TPM) formulae gives an estimator denoted 
,BP&-MPM (,BP"'-TPM). 
In the mean-terminated case the consistency condition is similar. Let 6, E R 
be the mean used to define Wl for the leaf nodes which are associated with lattice 
site n. Let 4 E ~ 1 ~ 1  be defined by 4 = (4,, . . . , &LI). Using Eq. D.5 (Appendix D),  
- 
express Fn in terms of 4:  fin = rym(6). The consistency condition is to require 
that the mean computed using f in  equals the mean 4,  used to define Wl for the leaf 
- 
rmean nodes associated with lattice site n: 4 ,  = CvEV vF,,, = CvEV n,v (6) for all n E L. 
The solution @ of the fixed-point equation 4 ,  = ZvEV for all i E L is the 
approximate mean field on the lattice. If the marginal pmfs are desired, they call he 
computed from p = rmean($*). Use of the prnf (mean) in the MPM[ (TPM) formulae 
gives an estimator denoted pmean-MPM (pmean-TPM). 
Eqs. D.3, D.4, and D.5 for computing the marginal prnf on the root-node RY are 
recursive formulae. The recursion propagates an initial conditioil at the leaves of 
the tree inward, depth by depth, toward the root node. The values of the recursioil 
variables at  the root node are easily related to the marginal prnf on the root-node 
RV, which is the quantity of interest. Because of the inward-propagating nature of 
the formulae, it is not possible to take the results for a d-depth tree and easily extend 
them to a d + 1 depth tree. 
As mention in Section 2.5.2, in statistical mechanics one is interested in infinite 
depth Bethe approximations and homogeneous external fields. We, also, are interested 
in computing infinite depth Bethe approximations. (Note that an infinite depth 
Bethe tree is not exact but is only a limiting case of the approximation strategy). 
In Appendix F.l (Eq. F.l) a multivariable fixed-point equation is motivated for an 
intermediate variable denoted xW in an infinite tree, specifically, z"" = rW(zm) .  Tlle 
key idea is that many subtrees (specifically all subtrees sharing a, common associated 
site for the parent node of the root node and a common associateti site for the root 
node) of an infinite tree are identical. Once xW is computed fro1.n the fixed point 
equation, the desired marginal prnf on the root-node RV can be computed from z" 
using Eq. C.2 (Appendix C). Then, the marginal prnf on the site RV associated with 
the root node is approximated by assuming that it is identical to the prnf on the 
root-node RV. If the mean is desired it can be computed from the pmf. Use of the 
pmf (mean) in the MPM (TPM) formulae gives an estimator denoted P"-MPM (P"- 
TPM). 
It is possible to apply the Bethe tree idea in a more general way by preserving 
a small fragment of the lattice surroundiilg the site i for which the ma.rgina1 pmf 
is desired and growing a tree from each site on the edge of the fragment. This is 
analogous to using large clusters in the cluster approximation [45]. Because spatially 
local interactions around site i are preserved exactly, this is presumably more accurate. 
However, excellent performance has been achieved using the simpler application of 
the Bethe tree idea described previously and so the more general applications have 
not been investigated. 
4.2 Theoretical Results on Fixed-Point Problems 
Theoretical results on the fixed-point problems are described in this section. First 
the mean- terminated fixed-point problem is considered. As discussed in Section 4.1, 
mean termination does not make sense for all problems. Specifically, it requires 
structure in the Hamiltonian-it must be possible to evaluate H at the mean field 
which is not in vILI-and structure on the values taken by +the expectation of 4 
must make sense. A natural class of problems for which the expectation of 4 makes 
sense is problems where 4 are numeric gray levels. In this case, which is the only case 
for which mean termination is used in this thesis, define V+ max V and V- = inin V. 
Define the function A : RILl -+ RILl with components A;($) = xuev V~?Y($). Then 
the mean-terminated fixed-point equation is $ = A($). 
Lemma 4 n;(RILI) C [V- , V+]. 
Proof: The mean-terminated Bethe tree constructed at site i is a probabilistic model 
that is well-posed for any $ E RILI. The root-node RV w; satisfies w; E [I.!-, If+] and 
therefore its expected value satisfies E(w;) E [V-, V+]. A; computes this expected 
value without approximation and therefore the conclusion of the lemma follows. 
Theorem 4 Any solution 4' of $ = A($) satisfies 4' E [V-, v + ] I ~ I .  
Proof: This follows immediately from Lemma 4. 
So all solutions of the fixed-point problem, if any exist, are members of the subset of 
RILl in which the true mean field must lie. 
Theorem 5 If H is continuous on [V-, v+]ILI then there exists a solution of $ = A($) 
in the set [K,  v+]ILI. 
Proof: Continuity of H implies continuity of A on [V., V+]ILI. [A; depends directly 
on r?:". Continuity of r?Fn, which implies continuity of A;, is not; obvious froni the 
recursion expression (Eq. D.5) for rT:"n in terms of riSd (Eq. D.2) because the nu- 
merator and denominator of riTd(xd+') can vanish simultaneously far certain patterns 
of zeros in xd+l. However, continuity can be demonstrated by expressing the mean 
of the root-node RV directly in terms of the Gibbsian joint pmf f'or all of the node 
RVs in the tree (Eq. C.l)  and using the relationships between Ht: W;, Wi, H, Wr1, 
and W2.] [V-, v+]ILI is compact and convex. By Lemma 4, A maps all of RILl into 
[V-, v+]ILI so it certainly maps [V-, v+]ILI into [K, v+]ILI. Therefore, by the Brouwer 
Fixed-Point Theorem [36, 6.3.2, p. 1611, the conclusion of the theorein follows. 
So, under reasonable conditions on H, solutions of the fixed-point equations are guar- 
anteed and the solutions are members of the subset of RILl in which the true mean 
field must lie. 
Under stronger assumptions on H the uniqueness of the fixed point can be proved 
and an algorithm for the computation of the fixed point can be provided both under 
the assumption that ,6 is small enough. A computable upper bcound on P which 
defines "small enough" is given. If x E RN then let 112 1 I p  = (rgl lxj lp) 
Lemma 5 Let E 2 RILl be convex. If i%(m) 1 < By; < oo and continuous for all 
i E L, I E L,  and m E E then, for x ,y  E E, 
where p and q are conjugate exponents ( l / p  + l /q = 1). 
Proof: Let x, y E E .  Define the function A; : [O, 1.1 + R by Ai(t) = Ai(y +- t (x - y)). 
Then 
d A; d A; a: (t)  -- - ( t)  = E -(y + t (x - y)) (x1 - y1). dt [EL dm1 
Therefore, 
where p and q are conjugate exponents. By the convexity of El y + t (x -. y) E E so 
that 
By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, 
(A: is integrable because dA;/dml is assumed continuous on E). Therefore, 
Therefore, for p' E [I,  m] ,  
So, take p' = p to get the conclusion of the lemma. 
Theorem 6 Let E c ~ 1 ~ 1  be convex and closed. If i e ( m ) l  L: < m and 
continuous for all i E L, I E L, and m E E; A(E)  2 E; and ,f3 < l/Tc where Tc - 
(xiEL 1 1  {^ 1; : 1 E L} 11:)''~ and p and q are conjugate exponents then A(x) restricted 
to x E E is a contraction mapping in ) I  . 1 1 ,  norm, the fixed-point equa.tion a = A ( r )  
restricted to x E E has a unique solution denoted 4, and if xn+l = A(x,) (xo E E 
arbitrary) then limn,, z n  = 6. 
Proof: f is a contraction mapping by Lemma 5 and the remaining conclusions follow 
from the Contraction-Mapping Theorem [36, 5.1.3 p. 1201. o 
Define Eo = [V- , v+]ILI. By Lemma 4, E = Eo is adequate. Since there are no fixed 
points in Ek (Theorem 4), it follows that the hypotheses of Theorem 6 guarantee a 
unique fixed point in all of RILl and, since A(E6) 2 Eo, that xo can be anywhere in 
RILI. 
A sufficient condition for the existence of bounds on dAi /dml  for general E is the 
next result. Define Vm A max{l$l : $ E V} = max{lV+l, IV-I). 
Lemma 6 Let E C R. If dW2(n,w,n1,m)/dm 5 W,' for all n E L, n' E L, w E V-, 
and m E E then d A i / d m l  5 P2Vma;W; for all i E L, m E L, and 4 E ~ 1 ~ 1  where 
crf is a constant. 
Proof: The proof requires notation not used in the body of the thesis and is contained 
in Appendix E. Included in the proof is an explicit calculation of al suitable a;. 
Similar existence results are available for the fixed-point equation p = I'P"'(~) 
resulting from pmf termination. Recall that P A f q  E RIVl : x!zl q ,  = 1 and q, 2 
0 v E { I , .  - - ) IVI}}. 
Lemma 7 I'E"~(P~~I) C P .  
Proof: The pmf-terminated Bethe tree constructed at site n is a p:robabilistic model 
that is well-posed for any p E PIL'. The pmf p, on the root-n0d.e RV wn satisfies 
p, E P .  computes this pmf without approximation and therefore the conclusion 
of the lemma follows. 
Theorem 7 There exists a solution of p = I'pmf(p) in the set p E ' ; D I ~ I .  
Proof: rprnf is continuous on PIL[. [Continuity of r ~ z  is not obvious from the recur- 
sion expression (Eq. D. l )  for I':$ in terms of rTti (Eq. D.2) because the numerator 
and denominator of I',,d(xd+l) can vanish simultaneously for certain patterns of zeros 
in xd+'. However, continuity can be demonstrated by expressing the marginal pmf 
of the root-node RV directly in terms of the Gibbsian joint pmf for all of' the node 
RVs in the tree (Eq. C . l )  and using the relationships between Ht. W:, W;, H, Wl, 
and W2.] F'lLI is compact and convex. By Lemma 7, Pmf maps PILl into PILI. 
Therefore, by the Brouwer Fixed-Point Theorem [36, 6.3.2, p. 16:1.], the conclusion of 
the theorem follows. 
Finally, in Appendix F.2, several results related to an existence theolrem for a 
fixed-point problem motivated by infinite trees are proven. For the purposes of proof, 
the .x" vaxiables are inconveniently normalized. Therefore a new set of vai-iables i" 
and fixed-point problem im = f'"(im) are defined. Appendix F.2 contains tJhe proof 
that there exist solutions of this fixed-point problem in the set PMm where Mm is 
defined in Appendix F.2. 
4.3 Algorithms 
Four basic methods to use the Bethe tree idea, which differ in the boundary 
conditions on the tree, are described in Section 4.1: free terminated, pmf terminated, 
mean terminated, and infinite. Each of these methods can be used to coinpute the 
marginal pmfs required for MPM or the means required for TPM. 
In all four methods, the trees can be described by a single parameter which is 
the depth. Pmf terminated, mean terminated, and infinite are all defined in terms 
of fixed-point equations and the numerical algorithms for solving the equations have 
additional parameters. The same algorithm is used for all three problems. If the 
fixed-point equation is rr7 = f (z ;  p )  then the basic idea is to iterate f applied to some 
initial condition zo. [For pmf termination, natural initial conditions are uniform pmfs, 
pmfs concentrated on the pixel-by-pixel maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori 
estimate of the pixel label, or the marginal a priori pmf. For mean termination, 
natural initial conditions are the data itself, the pixel-by-pixel conditional mean, or 
the a priori mean. For infinite Bethe trees, a natural initial condition for x" is 
one motivated by the free terminated initial condition (Appendix D).] There are 
three parameters. First, the iterations can be done serial or paralllel. [Let z be the 
current value in the sequence of iterates and let y be the next value. Let f ,  z ,  y 
have components f;, z;, y; respectively. "Parallel" iteration means :y = f (2). "Serial" 
iteration means yl = f l  (z; p ) ,  y2 = f2((Y1, 22, . . . , z , ) ~ ;  /3), and :;o forth. If serial 
iterations are used, the components are processed in raster-scan order.] Second, 
there can be a fixed number of iterations or the process can be continued until the 
iterations converge within some tolerance. Third, the process call be done once at 
fixed ,B = 1 (which is the desired value for P) or ,B can be treated as a continuation 
parameter and the process can be repeated at a sequence of increasing ps. This is 
strongly motivated by Theorem 6 which, under reasonable assumptions, guarantees 
the existence of a unique solution which can be found by iteration if /3 is small enough. 
[The sequence of ps is geometric, motivated by standard simulated annealing ideas 
(though here the sequence stops at ,B = 1 not /3 = m), the initial coilditioil for a 
given ,# is the terminal value for the immediately previous (I, and (at a given /3 there 
can be a fixed number of iterations or the iterations can be continued to  convergence 
just like the fixed /3 = 1 algorithm. For pmean-TPM and ,Bmean-MII'M, motivated by 
Theorem 6, if there is an iteration where the Z2 norm increases then the process is 
terminated and the estimate is taken as this ,B # 1 result. For the other estimators 
a termination test is made only when /3 is increased. Specifically the process is 
terminated if lly - ij11; does not decrease where ij is the measurement predicted by 6 
and is the estimate of $ computed from the final iteration at the current P.1 
The values of four parameters are reported in a standard format: Dpd/t~/NSn/.z: 
where "d" is the depth of the tree, "u" is either serial ("S") or parallel ("P"), 1.1, is 
the number of iterations ("m" meails iteration to convergence in the Z2 norin 011 the 
difference between current and immediately previous iterations), and "x" specifies 
the temperature (i.e., 1/P) schedule where "1" means iteration at constant /3 = 1. 
Notice that the parameter choices DpdIPINSlIl make Dm-MPM=Dfree-MPM and 
D ~ - T P M = P ~ = ~ ~ - T P M .  
Estimators based on Bethe trees are compared to several standard esti~mators: for 
MPM-type problems comparisons are made with MPM computed via simulation (the 
optimal estimator), ICM [ 5 ] ,  and pixel-by-pixel minimum probability of error (MPE) 
estimators while for TPM-type problems comparisons are made with TPM: computed 
via simulation (the optimal estimator), and pixel-by-pixel maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimators. When computing ICM, 6 serial raster scans are used. 
5 .  NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this chapter we describe several numerical image restoration and spatial pat- 
tern classification experiments. The motivation for each example is described at the 
beginning of each subsection. 
In Section 5.1 experiment we focus on the statistical behavior of cluster approx- 
imation estimators and Bethe tree approximation estimators. We make compari- 
son among these suboptimal estimators and their corresponding optimal estimators, 
namely, the TPM and MPM estimators. 
In Section 5.2, we present three experiments. In the first experiment we consider 
a binary checkerboard image that has been extensively analyzed previously [16, 151. 
In the second experiment we focus on more than binary grey levels and complicated 
Hamiltonians (joint pixel-line models). A text image is considered in the third exper- 
iment. 
In Section 5.3, three restoration examples are considered. The first two concern 
nonlinear observation models: a Poisson process motivated by lou-intensity illumi- 
nation problems and a multiplicative process motivated by film noilje problems. The 
third example concerns images with large number of gray levels: the real "Lena" 
image in the presence of a noisy blur. 
In Section 5.4, a example of spatial pattern classification for agricultural remote 
sensing is presented. 
5.1 Statistical Performance: A Comparison 
The purpose of this section is to describe the quality of the clust,er approximation 
and the Bethe tree approximation by comparing the performance of t,he optimal NIPM 
and T P M  estimators, which are computed by simulation, with the perforrnance of a 
variety of cluster and Bethe tree based estimators. 
Recall from Section 2.2 that only TPM-type estimators are suitable for restoration 
problems; therefore, in Subsection 5.1.2, u7e compa.re the TPM-type estimators, in- 
cluding cluster approximation based estimators, namely, c-TPM and c(i)-TPM, Bethe 
tree based estimators, namely, Pm-TPMand Pmean-TPM, and the optimal estimator, 
namely, TPM. In Subsection 5.1.1, we consider only Bethe tree based estiniators and 
compare with standard ICM and optimal MPM estimators. 
5.1.1 Spatial Pattern Classification Problem 
Two RIPM problems are considered. The first MPM problem is a constant-mean 
varying-variance spatial-pattern classification problem where the lattice measures 32 x 
32, the pixel field 4 has two levels {f 1}, the a priori Hamiltonian is 
and the observational Hamiltonian is 
The para~neters are J = .44, m = 0, and a+l/a-l = r where r E {2,3,6). (Nothing 
depends on the values of individually, but rather only on their ratio). Notice that 
the values of 4 are just labels and any two labels would serve equally well. 
The second MPM problem is a varying-mean constant-variance spatial-pattern 
classification problem where the lattice measures 32 x 32, the pixel field I$ has four 
levels {f 1, f 3), the a priori Hamiltonian is 
and the observational Hamiltonian is 
The parameters are J =  1, a E {.5,1,2), and m-3 = -3, m-1 = -1, ml = 1, and 
m3 = 3. Notice that the values of q5 are just labels and any four 'labels would serve 
equally well. 
For both MPM problems, five estimators are considered: Pm-FIIPM, Ppmf-MPM, 
MPM, ICM, and pixel-by-pixel MPE. The MPM estimator is computed via Metropo- 
lis simulation: from a random initial condition where each pixel is; independent and 
identically distributed with a uniform pmf there is an equilibrium period of 801LI a,c- 
cepted moves and then 500 configurations are sampled each separated by 41LI moves. 
The metric for comparison is the expected value of the cost 
which is the number of sites where the estimate is in error. It is computed by siinula- 
tion: 500 images were drawn from the a priori pmf by a Metropolis simulation with an 
initial condition where the pixels were independent and identically distributed with 
a uniform pmf. After an initial equilibrium period of 801LI accepted moves, images 
were sampled every 401 LI accepted moves. The images were then transformed by the 
observation model and the statistics reported are averages of performance over these 
transformed images. 
Extensive computation has been performed on the first MPM problem which is 
summarized here. For Pm-MPM (Ppmf-MPM) the ~ariat~ioil in perforinance with 
changing parameters is described in terms of variations from the nominal parameters 
Dpl/S/NS3/1 (Dpl/P/NS3/1). The performance and computation time of these five 
estimators as a function of signal to noise ratio (SNR) is tabulated in. Table 5.1. Notice 
that both Bethe estimators achieve essentially the same performance as MPM while, 
especially at lower SNRs, ICM performs worse. (The MPE results differ slightly from 
the results expected theoretically because the collection of MRF realizations do not 
have quite a uniform marginal distribution on the pixel values). 
Fix the SNR at r = 3 and consider varying the parameters of the Bethe estimators. 
As the number of iterations varies in sequence through {1,2,3,4}, the perfornlance 
Table 5.1 Statistical Performance on the First MPM Problem. 
(% sites in error) of /I"-MPM (/Ipmf-MPM) is 14.43, 12.79, 12.43, 12.31 (17.23, 
13.16, 12.61, 12.43). At the same time, computation cost is increasing linearly with 
the number of iterations. There seems to be little reason to exceed 3 iterations. As 
the depth of the Bethe tree varies in sequence through {0,1,2),  the performance and 
computation time (in parentheses) of /Im-MPM [/Ipd-MPNI] is 26.51 (0.47), 12.43 
(4.52), 12.26 (16.65) [15.03 (2.87), 12.61 (6.91), 12.31 (19.01)]. The computation time 
increases relatively quickly because the number of edges in the tree is roughly qd where 
q is the branching ratio and d is the depth. At the same time, performance, after 
an initial jump, goes up only slowly. The slow growth of performailce rnight seem 
counter intuitive since one might think that having a deeper tree means accounting 
for the behavior of the original MRF lattice over a larger spatial extent. However, 
the behavior of the lattice over large spatial distances is also accounted for by the 
fixed-point equation independent of the depth of the tree, and that effect seems to 
be dominant. There seems to be little reason to exceed depth 1. Fiilallly consider 
replacing serial by parallel updates in /I"-MPM. Performance changes Froill 12.43 
to 12.91 which is not dramatic. Because performance so closely approximates the 
optimal, continuation in /I has not been explored for this example. 
Especially for synthetic problems of this type where the image is a realization 
from the a priori MRF, it is important to consider the robustness of the estimator 
when the estimator and the data are mismatched. The performance of /Im-MPM, 
r 
2 
% sites in error (CPU seconds) 
/I"-MPMa 
17.36 (4.96) 








Table 5.2 Statistical Performance on the First MPM Problem: Mismatched Estima- 
tor. The true parameters (first row) are J = .44, r = 3. 
Estimator 
Parameters 
% sites in error 
PP"~-MPM, and ICM at r = 3 for matched and 4 mismatched sets of parameters is 
tabulated in Table 5.2. Relative to matched performance, mismatched performance 
decreases substantially for all three estimators. However, except for the case Jest = .1 
and rest = 3 where ICM outperforms both Bethe estimators by about 1%, both Bethe 
estimators outperform ICM. (The range of parameters explored here is large. For 
instance, J starts at .1 where the pixels are nearly independent, passes through the 
infinite lattice phase transition near .44, and ends at 1 where the pixels are tightly 
correlated.) 
Extensive computation has also been performed on the secoiltd MPM problem 
which is summarized here. For Dm-MPM (Ppmf-MPM) the para.meters used here are 
Dpl/S/NS2/1 (Dpl/P/NS3/1). The performance and cornputatmion time of these 
five estimators as a function of SNR is tabulated in Table 5.3. Notice that both 
Bethe estimators achieve essentially the same performance as MPhI while, especially 
at lower SNRs, ICM performs worse. 
The robustness, measured by estimator performance, of Pm-MPM, Pprnf-MPM, 
and ICM at a = 1 for matched and 4 mismatched sets of parameters is tabulated 
Table 5.3 Statistical Performance on the Second MPM Problem.. 
I % sites in error (CPU seconds) I 
a Pm-MPMa ~ ~ " ' - M P M ~  MPM ICM 
.5 2.17(9.90) 2.17(24.68) 2.18(1164) 2.19(1.08) 3.45 
in Table 5.4. Relative to matched performance, mismatched performance decreases 
moderately for all three estimators. In 2 of the 4 mismatched cases (J es t  = 1, a = 
1.5 and Jest = 1.5, a = I ) ,  both of the Bethe estimators provide sliglhtly better 
performance than ICM. 
In summary of the first two examples, the Bethe tree idea can provide spatial 
pattern classifiers which, in this carefully controlled statistical setting, achieve perfor- 
mance that equals the optimal classifier and exceeds the ICM classifier. Furthermore, 
the classifiers are relatively robust. Achievement of this performance gain requires an 
increase in computatioil relative to ICM, but the computation remains substantially 
less than that required by MPM. 
5.1.2 Restoration Problem 
The T P M  problem is a noisy deblurring problem where the lattice measures 32 x 
32, the pixel field 4 is binary {f 1), the a priori Hamiltonian is 
and the observational Hamiltonian is 
Table 5.4 Statistical Performance on the Second MPM Problem: IVIismatched Esti- 
mator. The true parameters (first row) are J = 1, a = 1.. 
Estimator 
Parameters 
% sites in error 
The parameters are J = .44 and a E {.5,1,2). Six estimators are considered: c- 
TPM,c(i)-TPM,Pm-TPM, pmean-TPM, TPM, and pixel-by-pixel ML. The TPM esti- 
mator is computed via Metropolis simulation: from a random initial condition where 
each pixel is independent and identically distributed with a uniform pmf there is an 
equilibrium period of 801LI accepted moves and then 500 configurations are sampled 
each separated by 41LI accepted moves. 
The metric for comparison is the expected value of the cost 
which is the square of the l2  norm of the error. For this binary problem, CTPM 
and CMVIPbI are proportional and CTPM is reported. These quantities were computed 
using the same methods and Metropolis parameters as were used for the two MPM 
problems. 
Extensive computation has been performed on this TPM problem whi'ch is sum- 
marized here. We applied the c-TPM estimator to each image in the set of 500. 
Using the algorithm discussed in Section 3.3, we used a temperature scheclule where 
l / , B ( O )  = 1000, 1/8(1) = 100, 1/P(2) = 50, l /P(k)  = 5 0 ( . 8 ) ~  for k E {;3, .  . . ,191, 
and 8/20) = 1. We choose t = c = 0, NVcle, = 5000 (which is effectively 
infinity), and N,2Yc1e, = 9. For pmea"-TPM, motivated by Theorem 6: we used the 
similar algorithm without switching to phase 2. The performance and coimputation 
time of a variety of the matched estimators (i.e., when the value of J and a is the 
same for both the synthesis and analysis of the image) is tabulated in Table 5.5. (The 
performa~ice of an additional estimator, denoted c(i)-TPM, which is disclissed 1a.ter 
in this subsection is also tabulated). 
We first discuss the estimators based on the cluster approximation. The ba- 
sic observation from Table 5.5 is that the performance of c-TPM relative to TPM 
is quite good, especially at lower signal to noise ratios. When computiilg the be- 
havior of the two-dimensional Ising model, quite different results are obtained us- 
ing the approximation analogous to Go = (01, the approximation analogous to 
Table 5.5 Statistical Performance on the T P M  Probl.em. 
I CTPM (CPU seconds) 
ML 
T P M  
C-TPM 
c(i)-TPMa 
, B ~ ~ - - T P M ~  
,Bm-TPMc 
,B"-TPM~ 
" equals ,Bmean-TPM with DpO/P/NSm/1000,100, 50( .sk) ,  1 
Dpl/P/NSm/1000,100,  50(.sk),  1. 
"Dpl /S /NSl / l .  
d ~ p 2 / ~ / ~ S l / l .  
"Wall clock time. 
GI = ((0, O), (-1, O), (1, O), (0, I),  (0, -I)}, and the exact solution (e.g., ithe specific 
heat plots of Ref. [38, Fig. 12.231). Furthermore, in the G = Go cluster approximation 
there are no terms of the type q$$i ( 2  # j )  that are exactly accounted for although 
the Hamiltonian contains 12 such terms due to the blurring kernel. Therefore it is a 
surprising result that the G = Go cluster approximation for this example gives an es- 
timator whose performance nearly equals the performance of the TPM estimator and 
this result represents what we believe is a novel justification for using ver.y spatially- 
local approximations in this or any other mean field theory. Since this G =- Go cluster 
approximation yields good performance relative to the optimal estimator, in our later 
experiments we have used G = Go exclusively. 
The switch between phase 1 and phase 2 either never occurs or occur:; at a tem- 
perature (i.e., 1/P) only slightly greater than 1. Specifically, for the case of J = .44 
and a = 1.0, among the 500 images, on 356, 140, 2, and 2 images the algorithm 
switched from phase 1 to phase 2 at temperature 1.4704, 1.1259, 1, and "never" respec- 
tively. Thus f appeared contractive for temperatures somewhat less than, T, = 1.92 
(Eq. 3.21). Therefore we investigated the quality of estimate that resulted if the con- 
ditional mean was approximated by the final result of phase 1, independent of whether 
phase 1 achieved P = 1. Using this new approximation for the conditional mean in 
the TPM formulae gives a new estimator which we denote "c(i)-TPM" ("i" for "iter- 
ative" since the conjugate gradieilts of phase 2 is no longer used). The performance 
of c(i)-TPM is shown in Table 5.5. Clearly, the difference in performance between 
c-TPM and c(i)-TPM is small while c(i)-TPM requires both less computation and 
less software. Therefore, in our later experiments, we have used c(i)-TPM. 
A second observation also follows from these switching temperatures. Specifically, 
if an algorithm attempts to solve the fixed-point equation by iteration at the desired 
p = 1 then it is doubtful that the algorithm will always converge since for 498 of 
500 images the iteration is already noncontractive at P < 1. Therefore, :some more 
sophisticated approach, such as our continuation method, seems necessary. Based on 
the example of Ref. [8, Section 1111, we believe that similar equations can be extracted 
from the Mean Field Annealing procedure [8]. 
For Bethe tree based estimators, first notice that c(i)-TPM with Go is identical to 
Dm""'-TPM with DpO/P/NSm/1000,100,.50(.8k)), 1; however, it is not true that c(i)- 
T P M  with larger G is identical to ,Bme"-TPM with greater depth. Second, at  high 
SNR (i.e., a = .5 and a = l ) ,  ,Om-TPM Dpl /S /NSl / l  nearly matches (Table 5.5) 
the performance of the optimal and the cluster approximation based estimators while 
requiring less than as much computation. At low SNR (i.e., a. = 2) the perfor- 
mance of this algorithm is slightly inferior to the performance of the optimal TPM.  At 
the expense of increased computation time, part of the loss can be regained by using 
P"'-TPM Dp2/S/NS1/1. Alternatively Dm-TPM Dpl/S/NS2/1000,100, 5 0 ( . 8 ~ ) ,  1 
achieves 709.88 (85.57). In this binary example, TPM problem is equivalent to MPM 
problem. From Table 5.5, except at  low SNR, ,Bm-TPM estimators seem to be the 
better choice because they require computational times of only a few seconds at the 
expense of 1% worse performance. However, at  low SNR, one ma:y want to  choose 
c(i)-TPM as a trade-off between computational time and performance. The  pmean- 
T P M  estimators, computed with continuation in P, are sinlply not competitive with 
respect to  computer time though they achieve excellent performance. 
We also investigated the performance of mismatched estimators to measure their 
robustness. In these calculations, the true data is 500 images sampled from the 
a priori distribution with J = .44 and a = 1. We considered estimators based on 
J E {.I,  .44,1) and a E {.5,1,1.5). The results are tabulated in Table 5.6. Note that 
T, = .56 for c-TPM where Jestimator = .1 and aeStimat,, = 1 so c-TPM and c(i)-TPM 
are identical. Notice that these are quite large mismatches and yet the performance of 
c(i)-TPM, c-TPM and ,Bm-TPM, especially when the mismatch is to overestimate the 
noise (e.g., Jestimator = .44 and aestimat0, = 1.5) or overestimate the a priori knowledge 
(e.g., Jestimator = 1 and aestimator = I ) ,  is quite robust. 
In this section two spatial classification problems (solved by MPM-type estima- 
tors) and one image restoration problem (solved by a TPM-type estiinator) have been 
Table 5.6 Statistical Perforrrlance on the TPM Problem: Mismatched Estimator 
The true parameters (first row) are J = 1, a = .44. 
Estimator 
Parameters 
described. Based on the results reported here, the work reported in the remainder 
of the thesis focuses on the c(i)-TPM with Go, Pm-TPM and Pm-MPM estimators: 
these estimators provide performance approaching the optimal (and sometimes, in 
MPM-type problems, superior to ICM), are robust to mismatches between the true 
parameters and the parameters used by the estimator, and of the Bethe estimators 
that have been investigated are typically the quickest to compute. 
5.2 Synthetic Numerical Examples 
5.2.1 Checkerboard Image 
In this subsection, results on an image (Figure 5.la) extensively analyzed by 
Dubes, Jain, Nadabar, and Chen [16, 151 are described. In the terminology of this the- 
sis, Dubes et al. use the following model: The lattice measures 64 x 64, the pixel field 
4 is binary {f 1), the a priori Hamiltonian is H,"P"~" = - C ~ E L  LEL Ja~r io l id  ] , l i  3 4 li / 2 
with 
apriori J, I j l - k l ( =  1 and/or I j 2 - k 2 ( : =  1 
0, otherwise 
so that there are equal interactions between the central site of a 3 x 3 region and each 
of the 8 other sites, the observational Hamiltonian is Hob" = CnEL (yn - 4n)2 /(202),  
and the parameters are J E 1.2, .75} and a = 2. Note that C,($, 4)/4 = C,(Q, 4) (C, 
and C, are defined in Section 2.2) for V = { f  1). Therefore, exactly-computed TPM 
and MPM estimators give identical results. Because of the way in avhich P-TPM and 
P-MPM are related, they give identical results also. In this thesis, the problem is 
regarded as a TPM problem. 
Dubes et al. consider pixel-by-pixel ML (i.e., thresholding al; value 0); MA4P, 
computed using simulated annealing [22]; MPM, computed using simulation [33]; and 
ICM [5]. The value of 114 - $(/: achieved by the c(i)-TPM estimato~: and a number of 
misclassified pixels and the CPU time required on a Sun IPC are noicm 536, 209 pixels 
and 2.0 minutes for J = .2 (their P = .4) and norm 1392, 348 ~ i x e l s  and 5.5 minutes 
for J = .75 (their P = 1.5). The P"-TPM estimator Dpl/P/NS2/1000, 100, 50(.Sk), 1 
Figure 5.1 The  Checkerboard Image: (a) the true image, (b) the noisy (o = 2) 
image, (c) the pixel-by-pixel ML restoration, (d) the restoration using 
c(i)-TPM with J = .2, (e) the restoration using c(i)-TPbl with J = .75, 
( f )  the restoration using Pm-TPM with J = .2, and (g) the restoration 
using Pm-TPM with J = .75. 
achieves a value of 14 - $ 1 1 ;  and a number of misclassified pixels and requires a CPU 
time (Sun IPC) as follows: norm 988, 247 pixels, and 144.5 seconds for J = .2 (their 
p = .4) and norm 756, 189 pixels, and 109.6 seconds for J = .75 (their /'3 = 1.5). The 
values of 1 1  4 - $ 1 1 ;  are for our V = {&I) rather than for their V = {100,160) for easier 
comparison with our other results. The true image, the noisy image, the pixel-by- 
pixel ML restoration, the c(i)-TPM restoration with J = .2, the c(i)-TPM restoration 
with J = .75, the Pa-TPM restoration with J = .2, and the Pa-'IrPM restoration 
with J = .75 are shown in Figure 5.1. These images are directly coinparable to  their 
Figure 2 [15]. 
Both Dubes el al. [16, 151 and we found that pixel-by-pixel ML at this SNR 
provides a poor restoration. Of the other three estimators they prefer ICM because 
it is more robust: the MAP, MPM, and ICM estimators provide visually equally 
satisfactory results at /3 = .4 but at /3 = 1.5 ICM is clearly superior. ICM is also less 
expensive to compute: ICM, MPM, and MAP require 6 seconds, 3.7 minutes, and 
"several hours" respectively on a Sun 41280. We feel that the performance of the 
c(i)-TPM and Dm-TPM estimators are visually equal to the performance of the ICM 
estimator, the best of the estimators tested by Dubes et al., at  both J = .2 (their 
,/3 = .4) and J = .75 (their /'3 = 1.5). Actually, the restoration by Pa-TPM with 
J = .75 is superior to that of ICM with J = .75. However, both c(i)-TPM and 
Dm-TPM are probably more expensive to compute than ICM. It is unexpected that 
c(i)-TPM and Dm-TPM, which approximate MPM, provide an estimate at J = .75 
that is clearly superior (in the visual sense) to the MPM estimate computed by Dubes 
e t  al. [16, 151. MPM is computed by simulation and possibly the sinlulation duration 
that was adequate for J = .2 was insufficient at the effectively lower temperature of 
J = .75. Alternatively, the checkerboard image may be a rather unliliely realization of 
the a priol-i MRF which might lead an optimal estimator to give posorer performance 
than a suboptimal estimator. 
5.2.2 Ternary Gray Levels and Line Fields 
In this subsection the performance of c(i)-TPM and Bethe tree estima.tors is de- 
scribed for images with more than two gray levels and with complicated Hxmiltonians 
(in this case due to a priori models with and without line fields). 
The lattice is 32 x 32 and the pixel field is ternary {-1,0, $1). The observation 
model is the Hob" of Section 5.1.2 with a = .5: the pixel field undergoes a uniform 
5-pixel blur followed by addition of white Gaussian noise with a = .5. 
Four different a pn'ori models are considered. H,"~"~"($) and H,"~"""($) are pixel- 
field-only models. H;~"""($, $) = H;z~'($l$) + H F o r i ( $ )  and Hipri0"(q5, $) = 
HzI:"(q5l$) + HFO"($) are pixel-and-line-field models where the line field part 
H Y ~ " " ( ~ )  = JiznEL($: + $:) (J' > 0) is from Ref. (201 and describes a line field 
where each site is independent of all other sites. The remaining definitions are ( J  > 0) 
A restoration problem and TPM-type estimator is the natural approa~ch for the 
quadratic a priori Hamiltonians while a spatial pattern classification pro'blem and 
MPM-type estimator is the natural approach for the Kronecker 6-function a priori 
Hamiltonians. The c(i)-TPM estimator used the same algorithm parameters and 
continuation schedule as described in Subsection 5.1. All Bethe tree estima.tors used 
Dpl/S/NS4/1. 
The original image and noisy blurred image are shown in Figure ,5.2(a,,b). An 
important part of this synthetic image is the long border where -1 is juxtaposed to  
$1. Recovery of this pattern of image is more naturally categorized as a classification 
problem rather than as a restoration problem. IIowever, we used both approaches. 
apriori When using the restoration approach, we used H1 or Hipfiori as a priori image 
Figure 5.2 The Ternary Taxget Image-Cluster Estimates: (a) the true image, (b) 
the noisy (a = .5) blurred (5-pixel) ima.ge, (c) the pixel-by-pixel ML 
restoration, (d) the c(i)-TPM restorakion (no line field, J = .4), (e) the 
c(i)-TPM restoration (with line field, J = 2, J" 0), (f) the c(i)-TPM 
restoration (with line field, J = 2, J" 1.5)) and (g) the c(i)-TPM 
restoration (with line field, J = 2, J' = 100). 
Figure 5 .3  The Ternary Target Image-Bethe Tree Estimates: (a) the Pm- 
apriori TPM restoration using H,  ( J  = .8), (b) the Pm-TPM restoration 
apriori using H, (J = 2, J' = 2.8), (c) the Pm-MPM restoraiiion using 
apriori apri,ori H3 (J = 2), and (d) the Pm-MPM restoration using H, ( J  = 2, 
J" 4). 
model and the restoration cost function C,($, 4) i E n E L ( $ n  - 4,)' as the Bayesian 
cost function. The optimal estimator is the TPM estimator and therefore we used 
the c(i)-TPM and /3"-TPM estimators. When using the classification approa.ch 
apriori 
we used H3 or H:~""" as a priori image model and segmentation cost function 
C,(#, #) = EnEL(l - 6,n,4n) as Bayesian cost function. The optimal estimator is the 
MPM estimator and therefore we used the Pm-MPM estimator. A simpler image 
with only two regions and an observation process without blurring was considered in 
Ref. [9, Figure 4.2, p. 541 where a signal to noise ratio of 1 waa used in contrast to 
2 a value of [6, Eq. 441 SNR = 1 0 1 0 g ~ ~ ( o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  image/02) = 10logl0(.6363/.25) = 4.057 
here. In Ref. [9, Figure 4.2, p. 541 an excellent restoration is achieved without using a 
line field, perhaps because, in contrast to our image, there is no blurring. Notice that 
in our image the 5 pixel point spread function leads to an a posteriori Hamiltonian 
with 12 nearest neighbors which means that the interactions are by far less local than 
the example of Ref. [9]. 
First, we treat the recovery as a restoration problem. Figure 5.2(c) shows the 
reconstruction using the pixel-by-pixel ML estimator. Figure 5.2(d) shows the re- 
apriori 
construction using H, (which lacks a line field) for J = .4. This value of J was 
chosen because it provides the best 114 - $ 1 1 ;  performance, specifically 142, among 
J E {.21 : 1 E {0,1,.  . . ,501). The overall result is not satisfactory, especially at the 
apriori 
-1 to +1 boundary. Figure 5.2(e-g) shows the c(i)-TPM reconstruction using H, 
(which has a line field) for J = 2 and J' E {0,1.5,100) (which is (constant over line 
field sites). J = 2 and J' = 1.5 were jointly chosen to minimize 114 - ~ I I ; .  Note that 
the best value of J when a line process is present is greater than when no line process 
is present because the line process effectively lowers the average J by turning off the 
interaction when a line intervenes. J = 2 and J' = 0 were chosen t.o show the ma,xi- 
ma1 effect of the line process since in this case the introduction of a, line has no cost. 
J = 2 and J' = 100 were chosen to show the minimal effect of the line process since 
in this case the introduction of a line has effectively infinite cost (in fact, this result 
is identical to J = 2 and no line process). The performance, in the sense of I ) #  - $ ( I ; ,  
for these three cases was 111, 58, and 177 for J' values of 0, 1.5, and 100 respectively. 
J = 2 and J' = 1.5 provides a reasonable reconstruction and demonstrates both the 
utility of the line process and the ability of the cluster approximation approach, as 
used in c(i)-TPM, to deal with complicated Hamiltonians. 
Next, we use Bethe tree estimators to solve the same restoration problem. The 
recovered images are shown in Figure 5.3(a-b). In spite of minimizing 114 - $ 1 1 ;  over 
apriori J E {.21 : 1 E {O,  1 , .  . . ,50}}, the results using H, (J = .8, 114 - $ 1 1 ;  I= 141) are 
not satisfactory, especially at the -1 to  +1 transition. Therefore a line plrocess was 
. . . . 
added which results in H,"P"o". The parameters for H,"P"o" where chosen by jointly 
minimizing 114- $11: over both J and J ' .  The resulting restoration is excellent (J = 2, 
J' = 2.8, 14 - $11: = 33) and demonstrates both the utility of the line process and 
the ability of the Bethe tree approach to  deal with complicated Hamiltonians. As 
discussed when   resenting the c(i)-TPM results, note that the best value of J when 
a line process is present is greater than when no line process is present because the 
line process effectively lowers the average J by turning off the interaction when a line 
intervenes. 
Finally, we consider the problem as a classification problem and use the P"- 
MPM estimator. The motivation for considering Kronecker 6-function Haimiltonians 
is that quadratic Hamiltonians , in the absence of a line process, are strongly penal- 
ized at transitions of magnitude 2. After minimizing 14 - $ 1 1 ;  over J E 1.21 : 1 E 
apriori (0.1, . . . ,5011, the results using H3 (J = 2, 4 - $ 1 1 ;  = 38) are visually excellent 
apriori 
and numerically almost as good as the results using H, (which includes a line 
process) and the P"-TPM estimator. As a final test, a line process was added to 
apriori HJPP"~" giving H4 . After leaving J fixed but minimizing 14 - $ 1 ;  over J', the 
apriori 
results achieved with H4 (J = 2, J' = 4, 114 - $ 1 1 ;  = 35) are only modestly 
apriori improved relative to  H, . Since the Kronecker 6-function Hamiltonian is already 
not overly sensitive to transitions of magnitude 2, the only modest improvement with 
apriori 
the addition of the line process is expected. However, the experiments with H, 
Table 5.7 The Performance of c(i)-TPM, P"-TPM and Dm-MPh4 on The Ternary 
Image. 
Estimator a priori Model J J' CTPM Figure 
NIL NA NA NA 256 
do demonstrate again the ability of the Bethe tree approach to deal with complicated 
Hamiltonians. 
A summary of the performance of these estimators is shown in Table 5.7 .  Because 
the recovery of this type of image is more naturally categorized as a classificatioil 
problem rather than as a restoration problem, the reconstructions computed by TPM- 
type estimators using a priori without line fields are generally unsatisfactory. Line 
fields must be incorporated in TPM-type estimators or Kronecker li function (rather 
than quadratic) a priori MPM-type estimators must be applied in order to improve 
the performance. Generally speaking, the computational time for estimators with 
line fields is longer than that for estimators without line fields and therefore the 
characteristics of the images in a particular application should determine whether 
line fields are included. 
5.2.3 Text Image 
The goal of this subsection is to demonstrate the performaace of c(i)-TPM and 
P"O-TPM on a binary image which is more complicated, which has low SNR, which 
is sufficiently large that processing in subblocks is desirable, and for which we need 
to adaptively estimate parameters in the a priori model. The application,, noisy text 
deblurring, was motivated by the paper of Biemond, Lagendijk, and Mersereau [6] 
which considers a wide variety of noise-free deblurring problems. 
The image is shown in Figure 5.4(a). The lattice is 128 x 248 ant1 the pixel 
field is binary {f 1). The a priori model is the  ha^""" of Section 5.1.2, that is, 
the nearest neighbor Ising model. The observation model is a uniform !j x 5-pixel 
blur followed by the addition of white Gaussian noise with a = .5: Hob"($; y) = 
2 EEL ( - E E L  w )  /(2a2)  with a = .5 and u r i ,  = 1/25 for every j that is within 
the 5 x 5 square centered at 1 and wl,j = 0 otherwise. 
Because the image is binary, the restoration problem, like the example of Subsec- 
tion 5.2.1, can equally well be treated as a TPM or an MPM problem. I11 this thesis 
it is treated as a TPM problem and the P"O-TPM estimator Dpl/S/NS1/1 is used. 
c(i)-TPM use the same algorithm parameters as in Subsection 5.1.2. 
We process the image in blocks and then discard a border of pixels around each 
block in the restoration in order to avoid edge effects. Therefore the blocks must 
overlap by twice the border width. In this subsection we used a block of 32 x 32 
pixels with a 4 pixel border. 
We pick J using a simple adaptive algorithm: First we process the entire image 
with several values of J, denoted J(1) ,  . . . , J ( N ) ,  to yield several restorations denoted 
$ 1 ,  . . . ( N ) .  Second we select that J (and restoration) which minimizes the en- 
* B  . ergy in the residuals, that is, minimizes jly - $ ( z ) l l z  where $ f ( i )  = zjEL uln,j$i(i) is 
the i th restoration after blurring. Notice that a single J is picked for the entire image. 
Figure 5.4 The Text Image Part I: (a) the true image, (b) the noisy (a = .5) 
blurred (5 x 5-pixel) image, (c) the restoration using the pixel-by-pixel 
ML estimator, 
Figure 5.5 The  Text Image Part 11: (a) the approximate conditional mean computed 
by c(i)-TPM with J = .44, (b) the restoration using c(i)-TPM with J = 
.44, (c) the approximate conditional mean computed by ,Om-TPM with 
J = .44, and (d)  the restoration using ,Om-TPM with J = .44. 
Spatially adaptive algorithms, perhaps picking J block by block, are an obvious gen- 
eralization but we have achieved adequate performance with this simple algorithm. 
For the present image, we used 8 values of J: 0, .055, .11, .22, .44, .88, 1.76, and 2. 
In Figure 5.4 we show the original ima e, the noisy blurred in-lage, the pixel-by- 
i '3 0 1, Y n -  pixel ML restoration $khreshOld = (which aschieves I ( $  - Jtheshold 112 = -1, otherwise 
8388 and 2097 misclassified pixels). In Figure 5.5, the restoration computed by the 
c(i)-TPM estimator for the optimal value of J = .44 (which achieves I / $  - $//: = 2232 
and 558 misclassified pixels) and the restoration computed by the P"-TPM estimator 
for the optimal value of J = .44 (which achieves 114- $ 1 1 ;  = 2708 and 677 misclassified 
pixels) are shown. Both performance of the c(i)-TPM and Pm-TI'M estimator are 
visually satisfactory except at the horizontal bars of the lower case e's. A more 
sophisticated, perhaps less local, a priori model with spatially adapted parameters 
may be necessary in order to achieve better performance for those characters. 
5.3 Restoration Examples: Nonlinear Observation Models and Real Images 
In this subsection we describe the results of applying c(i)-TI'M to two differ- 
ent nonlinear observation processes and the standard "Lena" image. In the case of 
nonlinear observation processes, it demonstrates the ability of c(i)-TPM to work with 
complicated a posteriori Hamiltonians. In the case of Lena image, it, shows the ability 
of c(i)-TPM to deal with large numbers of grey levels. 
5.3.1 Nonlinear Observation Processes 
In this subsection we demonstrate the performance of c(i)-TPN[ for two different 
nonlinear observation processes using the same original image (Figure 5.6(a)) which 
is "Purdue" in Chinese characters. 
The lattice is 128 x 256 and the pixel field is binary {f 1). The a priori model is 
the Haprior' of Subsection 5.1.2, that is, the nearest neighbor Isiilg model. 
In the first observation model, motivated by low light intensity imaging, the ima.ge 
controls the rate function of a Poisson process and the measurements are the number 
arrivals in each pixel. The observational Hamiltonian is Eq. 3.15. The rate function 
{ +I ,  Y n  2 5 A($,) = 1.5($, + 3). The pixel-by-pixel ML estimator is 4, = and -1, yn L 4 
it provides a performance of 114 - $ML~li = 34404 and 26.25% misclassified pixels. 
This and other restorations are shown in Figure 5.6. The c(i)-TPM estimator was 
used for 8 values of J (0, .55, .11, .22, .44, .88, 1.76, 2) among which J = .44 
was chosen based on the I<olmogorov-Smirnov statistic [21]. Specifically, itwo sample 
cumulative probability distribution functions were calculated for each value of J: one 
distribution for those observations y, where 4, = $1 and a second distribution for 
those observations y, where 4, = -1. For each value of J the I<olmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic was computed for the pair of distributions and J was chosen to be that 
value which maximized the statistic. Using this optimal J, c(i)-TPM provided a 
performance of 1 1  4 - dc(i)-TPM 11; = 4896 and 3.74% misclassified pixels. 
In the second observation model, motivated by film grain noise, the image is 
corrupted by multiplicative noise as described in Eq. 3.16. The parameters are 
y = -0.9, c = 1, A($,) = 64$, + 128, and a = 0.5874 = -15.4155dB where 
the dB scale is defined in Ref. 141). The p ixel -b~-~ixel  ML estimator is dn = 
+I ,  Y n  2 c [ A ( ~ ) A ( - ~ ) ] - ~ ' ~  
and it provides a performance of (14 - J M L 1 / :  = 26252 
- 1, otherwise 
and 20.03% misclassified pixels. The c(i)-TPM estimator was used for J = .8 and 
provided a performance of 114 - dc(i)-TPM~~2 = 2380 and 1.82% misclassiiied pixels. 
These results are shown in Figure 5.7. 
The two examples in this subsection demonstrate both the large pe:rformance 
gains achievable by accounting for spatial information and the ability of the c(i)- 
TPM estimator to deal with complicated nonlinear observation models. 
5.3.2 A Real Image 
In this subsection we describe the results of applying c(i)-TPM to the standard 
"Lena" image. Because this image has 256 evenly-spaced gray levels, the gray levels 
are nearly a continuum and the cluster approximation's ability to preserve the exact 
gray level structure is not particularly important. However, we include this example 
(a) the true image 
(b) the Poisson degraded image 
(c) the pixel-by-pixel ML restoration of (b) 
(d) the c(i)-TPM restoration of (b) 
Figure 5.6 The Chinese Text Image-Poisson Observation Case: The gray levels are 
(1,. . . ,256). In Part (b) the image values are y, E {0,1, .  . . ,171 a.nd the 
map from image values to grey levels is y, L256/18] + 1. 
Figure 5.7 The  Chinese Text Image-Multiplicative Noise Case: (a)  the rnultiplica- 
tively degraded image, (b) the pixel-by-pixel ML restoration o~f (a),  and 
(c) the c(i)-TPhl restoration of (a). The  gray levels are (1 , .  . . ,256). In 
Part  (a) the image values are y, E [5.8953,1.3282e + 131 ancl the gray 
level is the image value truncated to 11,2561 so there is truncation of high 
values to  gray level 256 which is pure white. 
in order to demonstrate the ability of c(i)-TPM to work with relatively large numbers 
of gray levels. 
The original image is 512 x 512 pixels which we subsample LO 256 x 256 pix- 
els. We consider a noisy deblurring ~ r o b l e m  where the pixel field 5, has 32 levels 
(-31, -29,. . . , -1, + I , .  . . ,29,31), the a priori Hamiltonian is (n  (n1,n2))  
and the observational Hamiltonian, a special case of Eq. 3.13, is the noisy (a = 1.3072) 
blurred (uniform 5 x 5-pixel) Hob' used in Subsection 5.2.3. 
The Lena image has 256 gray levels (0,1, .  . . ,255) which is 8 times the 32 levels 
on which the cluster approximation is based. We take Lena with 256 levels 4, E 
{0,1, . . . ,255), transform to  256 levels defined by 5,; = (24, - 2515)/8 (which have 
fractional values), blur (uniform 5 x 5-pixel) and add noise ( a  = 1.3072)) compute 
the approximate conditional mean $' using the matched a (yielding an conditional 
mean estimate in [-31, +31]ILI), reverse the scaling by computing $,, = (8& +255)/2, 
compute 4, which is &, thresholded to 256 gray levels (0, 1 , .  . . ,2!35), and compare 
truth 5, and estimate 4 (both with 256 levels {0,1,.  . . ,255)). 
As in Subsection 5.2.3, we process the image in overlapping blocks (here the blocks 
are 43 x 43 pixels with a 6 pixel border) and, using the residual energy algorithm, 
adaptively select a value for J for the entire image from a, predetermined set (here 
the set is J E {.03, .06, . I ,  .2) alnd the resulting value is J = .06). 
Zhang [47] has done extensive numerical work with his own and other investigator's 
algorithms on the Lena image. Our observation model is identical to his. Let afmage 
be the sample variance of the blurred image. As before, a2 is the variance of the noise. 
The signal to  noise ratio (SNR) in dB is [6, Eq. 441 SNR = 10 l ~ g ~ , ( ~ ~ ~ , , , ~  j,ag /a2). 
Because we scale the pixel values by 114, we scale his variance value of 27.34 by (1/4)' 
in order to  keep the SNR fixed at 20 dB. Applying the c(i)-TPM estimator results in 
the restoration shown in Figure 5.9, which also shows the noisy blurred images, and 
the value l l l 4  - $11; = 198.3. The. true image is shown in Figure 5.8. Zhang [4i, 
ILI 
Figure 5.8 A Restoration Example-The Lena Image Part I: the true image. 
a) the noisy (SNR=20dB) blurred (5 x 5-pixel) ima+ 
Figu 
(b) the reconstruction using c(i)-TPM with J = .06 
Ire 5.9 A Restorakion Exa.mple-The Lena Image Pax 
Table 61 lists 10 estimators with values of & l l $ -  which range from 121 to  165 but 
for which the value of $ - $ 1 1 ;  and the visual impression of the image are poorly 
correlated. The c(i)-TPM restoration provides a poorer value but a visual impression 
roughly similar to the better results in Zhang [47]. In particular, the pixel-by-pixel 
noise is smoothed out and the image appears sharper (e.g., eyes, hat). The most 
likely path to improve the c(i)-TPM results is to spatially adapt J since the image 
contains areas of quite different character. 
5.4 A Spatial Classification Example: Remote Sensing 
In this section an application of PW-MPM to spatial pattern classi~kcation of 
optical remote-sensing data is presented. See Refs. [27, 301 for more det,ail on the 
application and alternative classifiers. The data is Flight Line C1 over Tippecanoe 
County, Indiana which is an agricultural area and was recorded June 1966. Ground 
truth for this data was recorded and has 9 informational classes: Alfalfa, Bare Soil, 
Corn, Oat,s, Red Clover, Rye, Soybeans, Wheat-1, and Wheat-2. The sensor is passive 
and for each pixel on the ground, the 8 bit data are the intensity of reflected solar 
radiation in each of 12 optical frequency bands. The pixels are of variable size: the 
sensor's field of view is 3 milliradians, the aircraft was at 2600 ft above ground level 
and the sensor scans f 45" about nadir. The data set measures 949x220 pixels. A 
standard inodel for agricultural optical remote-sensing data is that,  conditiolnal on the 
field of pixel classifications, the data corresponding to different pixels are independent 
and distributed according to a Gaussian mixture model. Often the components of the 
mixture have equal probability and often the different classes have equal probability. 
A standard Gaussian mixture model for a subset of 4 channels (Channels 1, 6, 9, and 
12 with wavelengths, in pm, of .40-.44, .52-.55, .62-.66, and .80-1.00 respectively) 
was used in which each Gaussian mixture has a single component. 
In the framework of this thesis, the pixel classifications are the MRF $ and the 
Gaussian mixtures are the conditional pdfs p(y,I$) where y, is the data corresponding 
to pixel n. It remains only to specify the a priori MRF Hamiltonian H"F'""" which 
was chosen to be Hap""" - C ~ C L  J(2 - 'dnvdnl +1,", - 'dnvdn, ,n2 + I  ) as used in the MPM 
examples of Section 5.1. 
Three estimators were used: Pm-MPM (Dpl/S/NS2/1) with 2, variety of values 
for J, ICM with a variety of values for J ,  and pixel by pixel ML. For J = 0 both 
Dm-MPM and ICM are equivalent to  MI,. 
In agricultural remote sensing of this type, ground truth is not recorded for every 
pixel but rather for large expanses of pixels that lie well within the borders of the 
farmers' fields. The margins between fields, the homesteads, and so forth are given 
a classification of Unknown. The Unknown class is not included in the classifier and 
so performance is measured on the subset of pixels for which ground truth is not 
Unknown. In this example there are a total of 208780 pixels of which 70635 are not 
Unknown. Of the not Unknown pixels, 11414 are training pixels and 70635 (i.e., all 
not Unknown pixels) are test pixels. 
Performance on the test pixels as a function of J is shown in Figure 5.10(a). The 
ML classifier had an error rate of 10.51% which was reduced 38% to 6.53% for d
m
- 
MPM ( J  = 5) and reduced 33% to 7.00% for ICM ( J  = 5). Notice that the results 
are robust to  the choice of J .  Detailed examination of the results showed that a large 
number of errors came from two test fields for which the observation model is rather 
poor, as indicated by low ML classification accuracy: the ML classification of Field 42 
(truth is Corn) is 1% Soybean, 34% Corn, 20% Oats, 43% Red Clover, and 1% Alfalfa, 
for a total error rate of 65.65% while the ML classification of Field 58 ( t ruth is R.ecl 
Clover) is 4% Corn, 3% Oats, 22% Red Clover, and 71% Alfalfa. for a total error 
rate of 78.26%. Because the observation model does not well represent the data, the 
addition of the local spatial information described by H"P""'~, which simply encourages 
neighboring pixels to have the same classification, actually damages performance: for 
Field 42 the total error rates are 78.85% (Pm-MPM, J = 5) and 80.05% (ICM, J = .5) 
while for Field 58 the total error rates are 84.96% (@"-MPM, J := 5) and 89.67% 
(ICM, J = 5). Results on the test pixels as a function of J ,  excluding Fields 42 
and 58, are shown in Figure 5.10(b). The ML classifier had an error rate of 7.66% 
Figure 5.10 Performance of ML, Pa-MPM, and ICM. Performance are shown as a 
function of J: (a) all test fields and (b) all test fields except Fields 42 
and 58. 
which was reduced 63% to 2.83% for Pm-MPM ( J  = 7) and reduced 56% to 3.33% 
for ICM ( J  = 7). This emphasizes the importance of an accurate observation model 
when using only local spatial information. Notice that the results continue to be 
robust to  the choice of J .  
Finally, the ML, Pm-MPM ( J  = 7), and ICM ( J  = 7) error maps for a small 
region including 3 agricultural fields are shown in Figure 5.11. The loverall error rates 
are 8.99% for ML which is reduced 75% to 2.22% for Pm-MPM and reduced 54% 
to 4.11% for ICM. Notice the very different qualitative character clf the error maps: 
in the ML map the errors are quite dispersed while in the algorithms using spatial 
information the errors, which are reduced in number, are gathered together in larger 
blocks which fall in regions with high ML error rates. When examined in greater 
detail, in a spatially local region of Pm-MPM or ICM errors, th.e errors are to  a. 
constant false class. Furthermore, the false class is one of the classes to which ML 
is making a high rate of errors. This behavior is expected: in regions where the ML 
error rate is high and most of the misclassifications are to the same false class, the 
effect of the local spatial information incorpora.ted in H"P"O' will be to  create a solid 
block of misclassifications to that particular false class. 
Figure 5.11 Error Maps for Remote Sensing Example. Error maps for a region 
including 3 agricultural fields: (a) ML, (b) P"-MPM jJ = i ' ), and (c) 
ICM (J = 7). White: known truth and classification was correct. Grey: 
unknown truth. Black: known truth and classification was incorrect. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
6.1 Summary of Our Main Results 
In this thesis, we have developed and implemented two classes of deterministic 
and parallelizable approximation techniques for solving Bayesian estimation prob- 
lems, including image restoration and reconstruction and spatial l~a t tern  classifica- 
tion problems, based on MRF models of the underlying image. These two approxi- 
mations techniques can deal with two main applications in image processing, namely, 
restoration and classification. We believe that our technique , bj. choosing appro- 
priate Hamiltonian function, can be easily modified to deal with :;egmentation and 
reconstruction problems. 
Specifically, first we have presented two families of approxin~ations of increasillg 
accuracy which preserve the structure of grey levels (Section 3.1 and 4.1). Second. we 
have derived theorems concerning numerical properties of algorithms such as feasibil- 
ity, existence and uniqueness (Section 3.2 and 4.2). For the cluster approximation we 
have predicted the contraction temperature, T,, above which the fixed-point function 
is contractive (Section 3.4). Third, we ha.ve developed efficient alg'orithms based on 
these theorems (Section 3.3 and 4.3). The calculations of these algorithms can be 
done in parallel if the a posteriori Hamiltonian is spatially local. Finally, we have 
applied these techniques to  several problems to illustrate the generality and practi- 
cal value of our approach (Chapter 5). In particular, we devoted substantial effort 
(Subsection 5.1) to  determining the statistical performance of the estimators. Using 
synthetic images the algorithms are shown to  work with complicated Hamiltoniails 
(such as the line process Hamiltonians of the ternary image of liubsection 5.2.2) 
and simultaneously provide high and robust performance (the checkerboard image 
of Subsection 5.2.1). We demonstrated how the c(i)-TPM estimator  work:^ well with 
complicated, nonlinear, physically-realistic observation Hamiltonians in Section 5.3.1. 
On an optical agricultural remote-sensing application, we show how the Bethe tree 
algorithms are able to  reduce the error rate of the ML classifier by more than 50% 
(Section 5.4). 
Relative to the computation of conditional means and marginal probability mass 
functions via Monte Carlo simulation, the computation via the cluster app1:oximation 
and Bethe tree approximation have the advantage of requiring less computation and 
of being deterministic in the sense that there is a condition that can be testled in order 
to determine whether the calculation is completed. Furthermore, the performance of 
our algorithms is comparable to that of the optimal algorithms. 
6.2 Future Study 
We believe our methodologies have a wide range of application and that ,  by study- 
ing difficult practical applications, shortcomings in the methodologies will be identi- 
fied and solved. For instance, in Sections 3.2, 3.3,4.2 and 4.3, examination of difficult 
examples lead to  dramatically different algorithms for the numerical so1ui;ion of the 
fixed-point equations that lie at the heart of these methodologies. We have identified 
three broad application areas that we think will be particularly fruitful to investigate 
and briefly describe each in the following subsections. 
6.2.1 Segmentation and Boundary Detection 
It is often true that the information in an image is concentrated prima,rily in the 
location of intensity discontinuities rather than in the values of individual 1,ixels. For 
instance, in a seismic acoustic tomography image, it is the discontinuities in acoustic 
wave speed that are crucial because oil a,ccumulates at such boundaries between 
geological structures. Other applications where the discontinuities are very important 
include medical imaging and object recognition. 
The difference between edge and boundary detection is that b~oundaries are re- 
quired to  form closed relatively smooth curves while edges are allowed to be more 
fragmented. The MRF formalism is easily general enough to jointly model pixel and 
edge processes. For edge detection the focus is on the marginal probabilities for 
the edge process, rather than, for example, on the mean value of the pixel process. 
The Bethe tree methodology developed in this thesis provides efficient methods for 
the computation of these probabilities and has the potential to make a significa.nt 
contribution to  the solution of the edge detection problem. 
For the more difficult boundary detection problem, the Bethe tree me tho do log^^ 
may also be able to make a contribution. Specifically, the poteiltial fuilction must be 
reformulated to emphasis long-range order and the MRF may require augmeiltation 
with a label field which describes the many-pixel segments created by the boundary. 
Progress in this area is major component of further research goals. 
6.2.2 Halftoning and Inverse Halftoning 
Halftone images are widely used in printing and display inecklanisms. The re- 
construction of continuous-tone from halftone is a problem of both theoretical and 
practical interest. For instance, one might want to retrieve t,he continuous-tone image 
from a halftoned image scanned from a magazine. A halftone image can be regarded 
as a sampled version of the original and the reconstruction can be formulated as an 
estimation problem and solved using the Thresholded Posteriori Marginal estimator 
based on a MRF for the prior image distribution. Both of the clust,~er and Bethe tree 
approximations call be used as fast algorithms to solve this estima.tion problem. To 
reduce the computation burden, a novel so-called multiscale-in-gra.y-level method is 
proposed. Like multiscale ideas in a spatial context, multiscale-in-gray-level defines a 
notion of resolution in gray levels and results in more efficient computation. The idea 
is to find a solution of the estimation problem using coarse resolution in gray level 
and then, based on this result, find the solutioll at higher resolution. The properties 
and performance of this novel method are of great interest and need to be further 
explored. 
6.2.3 Phase Retrieval 
The recovery of spectral phase information from only spectral magnitude or in- 
tensity (i.e., magnitude squared) is called a phase retrieval problem. Phasie retrieval 
problems occur in many applications, such as X-ray crystallography, astronomy, and 
electron microscopy. The most popular algorithm for phase retrieval is the Gerchberg- 
Saxton algorithm which is an iterative error-reduction algorithm. The algorithm op- 
erates by iterating between the object and the Fourier transform of the oh:lect and in 
each domain applies the appropriate constraint-the measurements in the Fourier do- 
main and the prior information in the object domain. The applicable constraints are 
limited: in the Fourier domain the data must be relatively noise free and in the ob- 
ject domain the constraints must be deterministic, such as support constraints, rather 
than statistical prior models. .4 Bayesian statistical approach is proposed to solve 
this phase retrieval problem. In the object domain, it is regarded a.s noisy deblurring 
problem with a MRF prior. We can use the cluster or Bethe tree a.pproxima~tions with 
proper potential functions to obtain the estimate of object for the next iteration. In 
the Fourier domain, we incorporate noisy observations into the new estimate by us- 
ing Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation. The proposed noisy observation model is 
more realistic than the noise-free model embedded in the Gerchberg-Saxton algori thin 
and therefore better performance is anticipated. Further study of the properties of 
this model need to be pursued. 
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Appendix A: Fixed Point Equations for Special Cases of the Cluster Approximation 
For certain special cases, which are described in this appendix, the fixed point 
equations for the cluster approximation can be simplified. Recall that V, the range 
of $,, is V = {-(N - I ) ,  - ( N  - 3), ..., -1,1, ..., N - 3, N - 1) if J V (  = N is even and 
odd. All of the special cases are cases where = Go and the Hamiltonian is quadratic: 
H ( $ )  = Ci,, C j  E L i  Jij$i$j + CiEL Define 
Then 
(2m+l)exp(i~~,,,(2m+1)~+(2m+l)~,) 
- -(2m+l) erp(f ~~,,.(2m+l)~-(2m+l)p.) 
e x p ( ~ P ~ , , , ( 2 m + 1 ) ~ + ( 2 m + 1 ) ~ , )  
I 
- e x p ( $ ~ J ~ , , ( 2 m + l ) ~ - ( 2 m + l ) ~ , )  
- 
I 
C;g1(2m + 1) exp ( ? ~ J , , i ( 2 m  + I ) ~ )  sinh ((2m + l )p , )  
N/2-1 xm=o exp (?B Ji,i(2m + I ) ~ )  C O S ~  ((2m + l )p i )  




z '  z"-1 
z , 1 2  [(N - 1)zN - N2N-l + 11 - ( N  - 1 ) s  fi({m.l : Z # i}) = 
a"-1 
a;-1 
Finally, if N = 2 (i.e., V = {f 1)) then, independent of the value of J;,;, 
f i  : # i}) = tanh(p;({m.( : 1 # i})). [ A J I  
Appendix B: Calculation for T,& for Special Cases of the Cluster Approximation 
In this appendix we compute the bound T,& for the special case of G = Go, (VI = 2, 
and general p. For this case, f; is given in Eq. A.1. The first step is the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 8 
Proof: Define f (x)  = tanh(x) and then ff(s) = l /  cosh2(s). Without loss generality, 
assume y 5 x. By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus: 
Let p and q be conjugate exponents so that + a = 1. Let I{xk : k E li)ll, he the 
I ,  norm of the vector with components xk k f I(. Then, using the above lemma., we 
have 
= 1 t a n h ( x ~ ~ , , k m k  - phi) - t a n h ( x  PJi,knk - phi)l 
k#i k f i  
Where the last inequality is Holder's inequality. Therefore: 
Set r = p. Then, the condition that f is a contraction mapping is that P <: Tc where 
If we choose p = oo, Eq. B. 1 becomes Eq. 3.21. 
Appendix C: Computation on Trees 
In this appendix we described the recursive computation of probabalistic quanti- 
ties on tree. These recursions, which are exact, are central to the use of the Bethe 
tree approximations. 
Let fi be a tree (i.e., a connected acyclic graph) with nodes fin and edges fie. At 
each node h E fin define a RV wh taking values in the finite set V. The collection of 
RVs has energy 
(set Wi(hl, wh, ,  h2, wh2) = 0 for (hl ,  h2) $! fii) and ~nnorma~lized jolint plnf 
where /3 is inverse temperature. Here and elsewhere, superscript t denotes "tree". 
Let r E @' be a node, called the root node, for which the marginal pmf on uT is 
desired. For every h E fin there is a unique path from 1- to h. These paths induce 
directions on the previously undirected tree fi. Denote this directed tree R, On, and 
Re. (Because r is fixed, the dependence of R on r is suppressed). The elements of Re 
are the edges described as ordered pairs of node labels (hl ,  h2) where hl is on the path 
from the root node to h2. The leaves R' C Rn of the directed tree R are defined to be 
those nodes from which no edges originate: R1 = {h E Rn : (h, h') $! Re for any h' E 
On). The energy and joint pmf definitions immediately apply to the directed tree. 
In addition these directions induce a natural notion of subtrees: the directed 
subtree corresponding to h E On (denoted Oh, Rz, and 0;) is the directed subtree of 
nodes 7 for which the path from the root node to 7 passes through h (including h 
itself). The leaves of the directed subtrees are Rf, = R1 n 0;. 
For recursive computations it is convenient to have a compact, notation for the 
children of a given node. Therefore define Whl = {h2 E Rn : (h l ,  h2) E Re).  Using 
Wh, the set of leaves R1 can alternatively be expressed as R' = { h  : WI, = 0 )  where 
0 is the null set. In the following equations, primes are used in the following fashion: 
if h E 0" then h' is a child of h (i.e., h' E Wh) and h" is a child of h' (i.e., h" E Whl). 
Theorem 8 The root-node RV w, has a marginal pmf (denoted p,, ( - ) )  and expected 
value (denoted E(wT)) that can be expressed as 
where x satisfies the recursion 
with initial condition at the leaves of the tree, that is, for h' E 0" given by 
where 
and vo is a fixed element of V. 
Proof: Expand p as 
where 
(y was defined in the theorem statement). The first form of the recursion is in terms 
of a quantity g defined by 
The quantity x is defined in terms of g and the chosen element vo E V by 
Divide numerator and denominator by nh l lEwh ,  g(h l ,  vo, h") to get the second form of 
the recursion which is 
x(h ,wh,  h') = C w h 1 E v [ ~ ( h , w h ,  h', ~ h l )  l 7 h ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~  x(hl,wh', h")] 
C w h r E v [ ~ ( h ,  VO, hl,wh') x(hl,wh', h")] 
as claimed in the theorem statement. 
By evaluating Eqs. C.6 and C.7 for h' E R', the initial conditions for Q and g are 
found to be 
and therefore the initial condition on x ( h ,  wh, h') for h' E R' is as given in the theorem 
statement. 
In terms of g, the normalizer for the joint pmf is 
The unnormalized marginal pmf on w, is 
so the normalized marginal pmf on w, is 
as claimed in the theorem statement. Finally, the expected value of w,. is 
which, using the previous result for pWr(.) ,  is the expression given in the theorem 
statement. 
Note that the recursion in x starts at the leaves of the tree and works inward 
toward the root. The variables x are ratios of variables g for which a recursion is also 
available. The recursion in terms of x rather than an alternative recursion in terms of 
g has been used in numerical calculations because the statistica.1 mechanics problem 
is solved in terms of a variable analogous to x and because it wa,s anticipated and 
found that the numerical values of the x varia.bles. which are ratios of two similar 
quantities, are of order 1 which is numerically desirable. 

Appendix D: Lattice to  Tree Transformation 
In this appendix we describe in detail how the MRF on a lattice is transformed 
into an MRF on a tree. 
Let the MRF Harniltonian on lattice L with site RVs 4, (n  E L) taking values in V 
1 be H ( $ )  = C n E L  WI (n, $n)+Cnl , n z E ~  ?W2(n1, dnl ,  722, &,). Without loss of generality 
assume that W2(721, $nl ,  722, $n2) = W2(n2, $n2, 721, dnl). Define = {n2 E L : 
W2 (721 dn1, 722 $n2 ) # 0 for some d n l  dn2 E V) - 
In the tree approximation of the lattice, each node in the tree is associated with 
a site in the lattice. Many nodes are associated with the same site. However, the 
sequence of associated lattice sites along the unique path from the root node in the 
tree to  any particular node h in the tree is unique. Therefore thc: label for node h 
in the tree is taken as the concatenation (denoted $) of the sequence of associa.ted 
lattice site labels. If h is a node label and G is a set of node labels then h $ G is the 
set of node labels {h @ g  : y E G). If h is a node label then s(h)  is the last cornponent 
of the label, i.e., the label of the site associated with this tree nod8e, and p(h) is the 
second to  last cornponent of the label, i.e., the label of the site a.ssociated wit,h the 
parent node of this node. 
Let r E L be the site in the lattice for which the tree approxilnation is desired. 
Therefore the label of the root node in the tree is also r. (For the root node I- define 
p(r) = 0 and for any node label h define 0 $ h = h). The tree is defined recursively 
from a one-node zero-edge tree containing only the root node. Most quantities in this 
appendix depend on the value of r but r is considered fixed and the dependence is 
not reflected in the notation. Let fin(d) and fie(d) be the set of nocles and (directed) 
edges at depth d. The initial condition is fin(0) = {r) and fie(0) = 0. The recursion 
is 
Deletion of the set {p(h)) from NS(h) enforces the condition that a child of a node is 
never the same as the parent of the node. Define Rn(d) u$=, fin(d') and Re(d) A 
fie(d'). U d k O  
Let d* be the desired depth of the tree. Three finite-depth directed-tree approx- 
imations are considered which differ only in the depth d' ( I  for "leaves") of the tree 
and the boundary conditions at the leaves of the tree. For all three approxima- 
tions, Rn = Rn(dl) and Re = Re(dl). For free-terminated trees the definitions are 
d' = d*, Wi(h,w) A W~(s(h) ,w) ,  and Wi(hl,wl,hz,w2) A W ~ ( S ( ~ ~ ) , W I  , s (h2 ) ,~2 ) .  
For pmf-terminated trees the definitions are d' = d* + 1, Ufi(h, w) = Tlfl (s(h), w) 
if h E Rn(d*) and = -$lnps(h)(w) if h E fin(d* + I),  and C1f;(hl,wl,h2,u2) 
W2(s(hl), wl, s(h2), w2) where pn : V -+ [O, 11 is the pmf for site 71 E L. For 
mean-terminated trees the definitions are d' = d* + 1, Wi(h, w) = Wp:s(h), w) if 
h E Rn(d*) and 2 -A ln 6(w - $,(,I) if h E fin(d* + l) ,  and M f ~ ( h l .  wl. h2, w2) = P 
W2 (s(hl) ,  wl , s(h2),  w2) where 4, is the mean value for site n E L and where for node 
RVs at the leaves of the tree the set of gray levels V is replaced by R. 
For trees defined using the methods of this Appendix, the notation of Appendix C 
can be simplified. The quantity z(h,  wh, h') (Eq. C.4) is only used when h'  is a child 
of h which now means h' = h $ n for some lattice site label n E Ns(h) - {p(h)). 
Therefore, define 5 by %(h, wh, n) A z(h,  wh, h @ n) where n E Ns(h) - {l,l(h)). The 
quantity y(h, wh, h', whl) (Eq. C.5) now depends on h and h' only through s(h) and 
s(h1). Therefore, define 7 by y(h @ n, w, h' @ n', w') = y(n, w, n', w'). Using this 
simplified notation, Eq. (2.4 can be written 
C w E v [ 7 ( ~ ( h ) , ~ h ,  n, W) n n f € N n - { ~ ( h ) )  Z(h @ 12, w, n')] 5(h,wh,n) = . [D. 11 
XWEV[;I(S(~)~VO, n, w, nn'EN,,-{s(h)} Z ( h  @ w, n '~i  
Define Md IVI XhEiln(d) - {p(h))l. Define zd E ~~d as the vector of 
variables f (h, w, n) for h E fin(d), w E V, and n E Ns(h) - {p(h)}. Define the 
function rd : RMd+' -+ RMd with components rd( . ;  h, w, n)  for h E fin(d). 
€ v, and 
E Ns(h) - { P ( ~ ) )  by 
Let d' be the depth of the leaves. Then Eq. D.l can he written s d  = rd (~d+l )  where 
xdl-l is the known initial condition and xo is the desired value (depth 0 is the root 
node). 
If pmf- or mean-terminated boundary conditions are used then they are defined 
in terms of a field of pmfs pn or of means 4, respectively. Define the constant vector 
Ifree E ~ ~ d l - 1  and the functions Ipmf : plLl + ~ ~ d 1 - 1  and Imean : RILl + ~ ~ d 1 - 1  by 
their components which are (for h E fin(d' - 1)) w E V ,  and n E Nsi;(h) - {p(h)}) 
. CwtEv exp (-PW1(n,wt) - PW2(~(h),w,n,w')) free - 
I h , w , n  - c~~~~ exp (-PWi(n,w') - PW2(s(h), vo? 11,w')) 
Then the initial condition on xdr-l is Ifree, Ipmf(p), or Imean($) depending on whether 
the termination is free, pmf, or mean respectively. Notice that the initid conditioils 
depend only on s(h).  
If the free terminated definition is altered to d' --' d* + 1, TVi(h,, u) = Wl (.s(h), w) if 
h E On(d*) and = 0 if h E fln(d*+l),  and W2t(h1,wl, h2,w2) = TV2(sl(hl), wl, s(h2j,w2) 
if (h l ,  h2) E Oe and = 0 if (hl ,  ha) E h e ( 8  + 1) then the value of 3 a.t the root node is 
unaltered but the initial condition at the leaves of the tree, which is one level deeper 
than before, is Ifree = 1. 
Recall that the tree is constructed for site r E L and that r is therefore also the 
label of the root node. Define a function P : RIVllNrI + Rlvl with cornpoileilts P, by 
Then, from Theorem 8, the pmf on the root-node RV w, (denoted p(.)) is p(w) = 
p w  ( ~ 0 ) .  
Combining these results, and making explicit in the notation the dependence of 
various quantities on r, gives the following expressions for the ro'ot-node RSJ pmfs 
under the three different boundary conditions: 
mean p = ( 4 )  p , ( T , ( r T ,  ( r r , d - 2 T  ( 1 )  - ) )  rD.51 
where p E PILl is the field of terminating pmfs, 4 E ~ 1 ~ 1  is the field of terminating 
means, and these equations define E R, : PILl -+ [O, 11, and rmean : ~ 1 ~ 1  -+ 
R. In the obvious fashion, also define vector-valued versions of each r. For instance, 
define I':"' : PIL! -+ P with component's and rpmf : PILl -+ PILl with value 
r ~ m f T  T rpd (rymfT,.. .  lL l  . 
Appendix E: Proof of Lemma 6 
In this appendix we prove Lemma 6 concerning bounds on the derivation of the 
A function introduced for mean terminated Bethe tree appr~ximat~ions. 
Use the notation of Appendices C and D. Construct the tree with root node 
associated with site i ( i  is generally absent from the notation). The definition of 
mean termination implies that 
where 
The assumption dW2(n,w,nt ,m)/dm 5 W,' implies, for w, E V (17 E f i n(#) )  and 
4, E E (77 E f in(#+l)) ,  that (dHi/amll 5 a;W,' whereal  = I{h E f in(#+l)  :
s ( h )  = 1 )  1. (The dependence of a; on i is due to the dependence of On(# + 1) on i ) .  
Take derivatives of A; to get 
Therefore, ( d A ; / d m l (  5 P2Vmcrf W,'. 
Appendix F: Infinite-Depth Bethe Tree 
The case of Bethe tree approximations with infinite depth and the associated fixed 
point problem are described in this appendix. 
F.l The Approximations 
The purpose of this section is not to construct and use probability measures on 
infinite trees but rather to use the infinite tree as a heuristic to motivate Eq. F.l 
which forms the basis of several successful estimators. Let hl and h2 be two node 
labels constructed out of concatenated site labels as described in Appendix D. The 
key observation is that in an infinite depth lattice, the subtrees Oh, and Rh, are equal 
if and only if their root nodes have the same associated lattice site and the parent 
nodes of their root nodes have the same associated lattice site, that is, if and only 
if s ( h l )  = s(h2)  and p(hl)  = p(h2). (Equality of the associated lattice sites for the 
parent nodes is required because this site is excluded froin the child nodes). 
Because R,, and R,, are equal if and only if s(vl) = ~ ( 1 7 2 )  and p(vl) = ~ ( 7 7 2 ) .  
it follows that s ( h l )  = s(h2)  and nl = n2 implies d(hl ,  whl, n l )  = Z(h2, wh2, ill). 
Therefore, it is natural to simplify notation again and define xw(n,  w, 12') for 12 E L 
and n' E Nn where Z(h,wh,n) = zw(s (h l) ,  wh,n) .  In terms of this new notation, 
Eq. D.l becomes 
In the changed notation it is clear that considering infinite trees and exploiting the 
relationship that s (h l )  = s (h2)  and nl = n2 implies z ( h l ,  wh,  121)  = 2(h2,  w,,, ,172) 
has changed the character of the equations. Initially (i.e., Appendices C and D )  
the equations described a depth-by-depth recursion from the leaves of a particular 
tree inward toward the root node. Now the equations describe a, fixed-point problenl 
for the x's which is the same for trees constructed at different lattice sites. Define 
M" = CnEL INnJ. One equation is present for each n E L, n' E N,, and L ~ J  E V for a 
total of lVIMm equations. 
Similar to Appendix D, define x" E RIVIMm with components xm(n,  W ,  n'). Define 
a function r03 : RIVlMm -+ RIVIMm with components I?(-; n,  w, n') for n E L, w E V, 
and n' E Nn by 
Then the fixed-point equation can be written 
More generally define the function 
with components IT(.; h, w, n )  for h E hn(d) ,  w E V, and n E Ns(h) - {p(h)) by 
IT(xm;  h, W ,  n)  = xm(s(h) ,  W ,  n).  Notice that I," is the identity operat,or. Then, 
instead of using x" in Eq. D.l ,  use x03 in the result of d iterations of Ecl. D. l ,  that is, 
in I'r,o(I'r,l (. . . I'r,d-l(.))). The result is a more general, so-called depth d, fixed-point 
problem 
for which Eq. F.l is the d = 1 case. Suppress the dependence on d in the notation, 
redefine I?" by I'"(xm) = I'T,o(I't,l ( -  . . I'T,d-l (Id"_, (x")))), and then Eq. F. 1 includes 
the entire class of fixed-point problems. 
F.2 The Fixed-Point Problem 
The variable x ,  first introduced in Eq. C.8, is a natural and quick-to-compute nor- 
malization of the variable g (Eq. C.7) and has been successfully used in the ilumerical 
experiments of Sections 5.1,5.2 and 5.4. However, in order to prove properties of algo- 
rithms based on infinite-depth Bethe trees, it is convenient to consider the idternative 
more-costly- to-compute normalization 
2(h,wh, h') = g(h,wh, h0 
L E V  g(h, 21, h') ' 
The recursion on an arbitrary directed tree (as in Appendix C) for 2 is 
5(h,wh, h') = CwhrEv ~ ( h ,  ~ h ,  h'  ~ h ' )  I I ~ ~ ~ E W , , ~  2(h1,w1n~, h") 
C w h 1 E V  [C~EV ~ ( ~ 7  V, h', ~ h ' ) ]  IIh"EPVhr 5(h1rwh'r ht') P.21 
with initial condition at the leaves of the tree, that is, for h' E fll, given by 
Since each component of the initial condition is positive, it follows tha,t 0 < 2( - ,  -, .) < 
1 at all depths in the tree. The variables x, while they remain positive, do not ha,ve 
such a simple upper bound. 
The discussion of Appendix F. l  can be repeated to heuristically extract a fixed- 
point equation for the infinite tree from the recursion equation f,or the finite tree, 
specifically, to  define 2" and motivate the fixed-point equation 5" = where 
FO" : RlvlM- -+ RlvlM-, with components f'"(.; n,w, n') (for 12 E L, w E I/, and 
n' E Nn), is defined by 
Eq. F.4 is only a partial definition of pO" because Ecl. F.4 does not assign a. 
value at those locations where the numerator and deilo~~linator sii-nultaneously van- 
ish, denoted "exceptional points". However, on that subset of [(I, w)lVIMm where 
Eq. F.4 defines f'", it follows from the definition that f'"(i"; I%, w, la') 2 0 a,nd 
EWE\, f'm(60"; n ,  w, n') = 1. Therefore it is natural to consider Frn as a function froin 
PMCo to P M m .  Even on this restricted domain, there are still except,ional points. Fur- 
thermore, it can be shown (by exanlining limiting values along dilTerent directions) 
that it is not in general possible to  define the value of I'0" at the exceptional points in 
such a way that the resulting function is continuous on pMcP. It is po'ssible to interpret 
FO" in terms of trees, specifically, to define a class of trees such that l?"(iw; 12, w, la') is 
the pmf on the root-node RV of the (n, n1)th tree (Appendix G). From this interpreta- 
tion, it is natural to consider the perturbed problem 3"~' = f'"?'(i"?') ( E  > 0) where 
f'"~' : pMm t PMm is defined by f'"~'(3"~') = f "(L + (1 - r)3"yC) (the argument 
IVI 
of f'" is a convex combination of the uniform pmf over JVI values and the arbitrary 
pmf from P Mm) .  On PMm (or even on [0, co)lvlMm), f'"lc has no exceptional points. 
Theorem 9 For any r > 0 there exists a solution of 3"" = f'"?'(iEm?') in the set 
3"~' E pMm . 
Proof: f'"" is continuous on pMm. pMm is compact and convex. By the preceding 
discussion, f'".' maps pMm into pMOC. Therefore, by the Brouwer Fixed-Point The- 
orem [36, 6.3.2, p. 1611, the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
Appendix G: The Interpretation of f'" as a Tree 
In this appendix we construct a collection of modified-pmf-terminated trees (the 
R,,, trees introduced in the following) such that the mapping frorn the termii~a~ting 
pmfs to  the marginal prnfs on the root-node RVs is exactly F" from Appendix F. 
Lemma 9 Let R be a directed tree with root node r  such that r  has exactly one 
child denoted c  and W ; ( r ,  w,) = 0 for all w, E V .  Then the marginal pmf p,,(.) on 
the root-node RV w, satisfies p,, (w,) = ?(r ,  w,, c ) .  
Proof: A direct calculation in terms of Q and g frorrl Appendix C. 
As in Appendix D, let 4 be a, MRF on lattice L with site RVs On (12 E L )  taking 
values in V and Hamiltonian 
H(O)  = C W l ( n ,  O n )  + C W2(n i ,  On,: n2, On, )  
nEL nl ,wEL 
with neighborhood structure 
Nn, = {n2 E L : W ~ ( n 1 ,  $,, ,722 ,  4 n 2 )  # 0 for some , $,, E I f ) .  
Define M" directed trees, denoted R,,, for r  E L and c  E N,, a,s follows: 
(Because the tree is so shallow, it is possible to use the lattice site labels as the tree 
node labels also). Let q E PMm with components q(h,wh, h ' )  for ( h ,  h')  E R;,, and 
wh E V ,  that is, for each h and h' the function q(h ,  -, h') is a pmf. Define I/IT: and lil.7; 
( )  - O for all w, E v 
w ; ( c ,  wc) Wl ( c ,  wc) 
1 
W;(c,wc,d,wd) - - ln[q(c ,wc ,d) / lVI]  f o r a l l d ~  N , : - { r }  P 
W i ( d ,  wd) = 0 for all d E Nc - { r } .  
' ~ o o t  node. 
Figure G. l  The Tree a;,, for the MRF of Figure 2.1. 
An example of such a tree, based on the MRF of Figure 2.1, is shown in Figure G.1. 
Lemma 10 For the tree R,,,, the marginal pmf on the root-node RV w, iis 
or equivalently 
where y is defined by Eq. C.5. 
Proof: The tree O,,, satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 9 so p,,(w,) = .i-(r,w,,c). 
Apply the initial condition (Eq. F.3) and one step of the 2 recursion (Eq. F.2) to 
find that Z(r, w,, c) is exactly the right hand side of Eq. G. l  thereby proving Eq. (2.1. 
Since y ( r ,  w,, c, w,) in R,,, equals ~ ( r ,  w , c, w,) in the original tree, the righ:t hand side 
of Eq. G. l  is exactly Eq. F.4 which proves Eq. G.2. 
